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WHAT’S NEW

is at: 1st floor, Gane Building,
43 Anzac Ave, Auckland.
Office hours: 9-4, Mon-Fri.
Phone number: 794-751.
Our box number is:
PO Box 5799, Wellesley St,
Auckland, New Zealand.

Our apologies to Janet McCallum
and Grace Molisa for an error we
made in laying out the article on
pages 30 and 31 of the October
issue. On page 31 the right and left
hand columns were pasted up in the
wrong order. Hope readers sorted
that one out. Some confusion too in
the photo credits on pages 42 to 45
in “ The Art O.E.” article by Claudia
Pond Eyley and Mary Hancock.
Claudia took the photos on page 42
and 45 of the exterior and entrance
to the Los Angeles W om en’s
Building, while Mary took the photo
on page 43 of the exhibition
“ Evalina and I: Crime, Quilts and
Art” , and the photo on page 44 of
the graphic workshop. Vanya Lowry
did the lovely illustration on page 23
to go with the article about women
in the Coromandel community.

This is the fourth issue of the
magazine which has contained the
“ W hat’s New” column. We’re pleas
ed to provide this service to readers,
but we’re aware that so far we’re on
ly publicising a limited number of
the actual events happening. We’ve
got a reasonably good coverage of
Auckland and Wellington, although
even in these centres we’re missing
things readers would like to know
about. But our major concern is that
we’re hearing little about happen
ings outside these centres. We’ve
had items from Nelson and Otago,
but nothing from vast areas of the
country. Feminists in Hamilton,
Hawkes Bay, the Far North, Christ
church, Dunedin, Invercargill etc
where are you? It’s a free way for
you to publicise your events and get
m ore w om en a lo n g to your
meetings, seminars etc. Ideally,
we’d like a regular contributor from
all these parts of NZ (and others),
but any information at all would be
gratefully received by us. If you look
at the “ What’s New” column in this
or any of the past three issues you’ll
see the sort of information we’re
after. At the moment we’re organis
ing the m aterial under these
headings:
Events: seminars, workshops, con
ferences, social events.
Publications: pamphlets, booklets,
papers, radio programmes.
Groups: info about new or existing
groups.
Meetings: regular and special
meeting times of women’s groups.
Courses: women’s studies etc
Culture: exhibitions, concerts, films,
plays etc.
Campaigns: new ones and old ones.
Please help us along by writing with
information about your district to:
Doreen Suddens, “ What’s New” ,
Broadsheet magazine, PO Box 5799,
Auckland.

DEADLINES FOR
FUTURE ISSUES
Deadline fo r January/February
issue: November 10.
Deadline for March issue: January
10 .
Display ads, classified ads, small
announcem ents, “ W hat’s New” ,
and news can reach us up to two
weeks after these dates.

ENVELOPING
Stuffing of the December issue of
Broadsheet will be on Sunday
November 29 from 10 am in the
Broadsheet office. All women and
children welcome. It’s also a chance
to look at new books and magazines
in the adjacent bookshop.

SUFFRAGIST COLOURS
A reader reports that the meanings
of the suffragist colours used on the
September cover of Broadsheet are
as follows:
White — purity
Green — change
Purple — victory
A white camellia was the symbolic
flower of the campaign for the vote.

BROADSHEET
BOOKSHOP,
Feminist books, magazines, but
tons, posters, cards. We stock
books from presses in all parts of
the world.
1st floor, 43 Anzac Ave, Auckland,
New Zealand. Ph: 794-751.
Hours: 9 am — 4pm, Monday-Friday.
Visitors welcome — also mail order.

POETRY SUBMISSIONS
If you’re sending us poetry, please
observe these guidelines. Please
type your poems and keep your own
copy. Mark each poem with your
name and address, as well as the
a c c o m p a n y in g
le tte r .
Send
stamped, self-addressed envelope
with all contributions, and state
whether you want constructive com
ments or only a yes/no answer.
Although we love receiving your
poems we don’t have too much
room to publish them. Please
forgive us if your poems take a very
long time to appear in print.

Consciousness-Raising
Kit
Material to help get your group
started.
Get your CR Kit by sending $3 to:
Broadsheet, P.O. Box 5799, Welles
ley St, Auckland.
Name ................................................
Address ...........................................
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LETTERS

A bortion Politics
Dear Broadsheet,
In reference to the current
discussion on WEL, our
organisation received a disturb
ing sheet entitled “ Abortion
Politics” from WEL. In this
handout there were some
ridiculous statements such as:
“These last four years in the
trenches have seen women
decisively win the practical and
p o litic a l
b a ttles
(over
a b o rtio n )” ‘‘FACT New
Zealand women have won the
abortion battle” “ I believe that
SPUC is quite distraught and
doesn’t have one coherent tac
tic to produce.”
Obviously from a feminist
perspective these statemtns
leave a lot to be desired. Our
group is fighting for a law
which states categorically that
abortion is a woman’s right
and makes provision for all
women to be able to exercise
this right if they choose. We are
fighting for this against the pre
sent legislation (regardless of
how many abortions are being
carried out) because as
feminists we see female control
over reproduction as the first
step toward gaining control
over our political and social ex
istence. The liberating aspect of
improved contraception and
access to hygienic abortions
was even acknowledged by the
Royal Commission on Con
traception, Sterilisation and
Abortion. Its report stated (p.
193) “ if one single factor can
be said to have been responsi
ble for bringing about the
emancipation of woman, it is
their increasing ability to con
trol their fertility.”
If it is accepted that women’s
control over their bodies is a
prerequisite to women obtain
ing control over their life
choices then it is necessary to
ensure this right is contained in
law. Women need this legal
right not only because it
remove the physical and finan
2

cial dificulties, as well as the
fear of legal penalty, but
because it bestows a legitimacy
upon this right of women,
which is necessary if feminist
values are to be accepted by
more than a sub-group within
society. It is not sufficient to
have no law on abortion or
allowing the medical profession
to marshall abortion. Because
law defines the structure of
power, and, therefore effec
tively authority, it is crucial
that it enunciates abortion as a
woman’s choice and provides
for this right to be freely
available.
Not only have we not won,
we’ve barely begun to win the
abortion battle! Our written
law is one of the most op
pressive in the world and was
virtually dictated by SPUC.
How then can WEL claim
SPUC to be incoherent in their
tactics?
Not many New Zealanders
even women see abortion as a
woman’s right and yet it is
crucial that they do. Groups
like WEL should be helping in
presenting this argument (to
MPs and the public) instead of
making statements like “ Thank
you SPUC” !
Yours in Sisterhood,

have read quite a few.
I
thought Eileen made exactly
the right connections in her
analysis ie women are held
responsible for violence to
w om en. A q u o te from
Havelock Ellis neatly sums up
the prevailing attitudes:
“ Within the limits consistent
with normal and healthy life,
what men are impelled to give,
women love to receive. So that
we need not unduly deprecate
the “ cruelty” of men within
these limits, nor unduly com
miserate the women who are
subjected to it.”
This is taken from Kathleen
Barry’s book Female Sexual
Slavery page 225. Avon Books.
I have enjoyed my first con
tact with Broadsheet but must
make one criticism. This is on
the subject of the use of letters
instead of the full title, for ex
am ple, WEL instead o f
Women’s Electoral Lobby. It
makes understanding the ar
ticles difficult, and can be offputting, (particularly if you do
not know what the letters stand
for, and there is no guide or explantion).
In sisterhood

Jeannette A.
Samundsen
Dunedin

The acWAR
Collective
Auckland 10

More archives
The right
connections
Dear Sisters.
I have just read Eileen
Fairweather’s article on Peter
Sutcliffe, the Yorkshire Ripper
(Broadsheet, September) and
felt impelled to write and con
gratulate her on an excellent ar
ticle. It’s the best one I have
read to date and as I have just
arrived here from England I
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Broadsheet,
It was good to see Kate 9her«.
pard being featured in
aeptemoer s issue anu it is in
deed regrettable that not more
is known of her personal life.
Phillida Bunkle also lists the
various collections of New
Zealand w om en’s history
which exist around the country
but she does not mention The
Women’s Archives collection
which is housed at the
Auckland War Memorial
Museum and Library.

As far back as 1947 a Mrs
Enid Roberts of Levin went to
the United States as a NZ
delegate to the S o cia l,
Humanitarian and Cultural
Committee of the Second
Assembly of the United Na
tions in New York. (Her hus
band was M inister o f
Agriculture in the first Labour
Government). While there she
visited Radcliffe College then
the women’s college at Harvard
University and was shown a
Research Library devoted to
the collection of Women’s Ar
chives. (It is now known as the
Arthur and Elizabeth Schlesinger Library on the History of
Women in America). Mrs
Roberts was asked if she would
prepare material on the status
of women in New Zealand, the
aims and objects of their
orgainsations, and biographies
of outstanding women to supp
ly a New Zealand Section in the
Archives. This she agreed to do
and by 1961 had sent data on
53 women’s organisations,
biographical sketches o f over
300 women, files of data on
books, magazines and pam
p h lets; and o f all the
biographies she sent she
endeavoured to keep a copy.
In 1961 Mrs Roberts was ag
ing and wished to be relieved of
the work. She stopped sending
material to the US and
endeavoured to get some
library, municipal or university
to take over the project. The
only one which showed any in
terest was the Auckland War
Memorial Museum and In
stitute of which the librarian
was then Enid Evans.
She agreed to house the col
lection and the Auckland
Branch of the National Council
of Women promised to-supply
a committee of women who
would give time to furthering
the aims of the collection and
increasing its size. Since then a
small but faithful group of
women have met monthly at
the library receiving material
mostly in the shape of
newspaper cuttings, mounting

it and cataloguing it. The
number of brief biographies
(but some long ones) now
stands at almost 5000. Follow
ing the methods o f the
R adcliffe C o llectio n , in 
conspicuous as well as famous
persons are included, and life
in urban as in rural situations is
illustrated.
The librarian, Ian Thwaites,
shows great interest and lends
all the help he can having
recently worked with the group
on a w eekly b asis to
recatalogue the whole collec
tion under headings given by
the US Congress Library to add
to the original catalogue by sur
names.
Through branches of the
NCW material for the collec
tion is sought. The library also
holds some historical material
such as a collection of letters to
Mrs Am ey D ald y, and
biographies of women in book
form and researchers are
directed to these per the
Women’s Archives Collection.
Clippings or write-ups of
women held in family collec
tions are very welcome, the
original being returned after
photocopying if desired. They
should be addressed to the
“ W om en ’s
A r c h iv e s’’ ,
Auckland War Memorial
Museum and Institute Library,
Auckland. The lives of women
anywhere in New Zealand are
wanted. They need not be born
in this country but should have
spent most of their time here or
been identified overseas as NZ
women.
Come up and see us some
time!

Betty Holt
Auckland

From the middle
Dear Broadsheet,
There are three stickers on
my front door “ Vote Fran
Wilde for Welligton Central” ,
“ Nuclear Weapon Free Zone”
and “ Fight Apartheid Stop the
Tour” which reflect my in
volvement with a number of
organisations that are not
specifically feminist. I have just
read and enjoyed the article on
Coalition Politics in September
Broadsheet. I am an “ impure”
feminist who is involved in may
organisations: the Labour Par
ty through which I am a
member of the Wellington
Hospital Board, the local
church, Action against the
Tour, in a local health group
and in the Peace Movement. In
addition I work as a doctor and
am mother of a son. Being in
these organisations can be very
frustrating but also very rewar
ding. It takes women in the
middle of these organisations
to point out — This is not right
— it’s got to change. It is also
essential to change these
orgainsations because the ma
jority of women live in the real
world not in a feminst deam
world. So I support women, eg
the Men Against Sexism group
who ran a creche during antiTour demonstrations in Well
ington.
Yours sincerely

Lynley Brown
Wellington

Post-tour blues
Dear Broadsheet,
The 1981 Springbok tour of
New Zealand, has presented me
with a major personal/political
conflict.
I have decided to try and col
lect some of my thoughts and
feelings into some sort of
coherent whole, so as to share
them with others. This writing
is more a sharing of my doubts,
misgivings and moral dilemmas
than a conclusive statement of
fact, and I hope it will
stimulate more questioning and
discussion.
The first thing I want to
state, is that I have full sym
pathy with the cause of ending
apartheid, and a belief that all
oppressed people deserve
freedom from that oppresion.
I believe that if Hart has a
serious committment to ending
apartheid, it should re-examine
its methods and measure them
against their effectiveness; And
also, measure the costs against
the benefits.
In this campaign, the costs
have been high, in terms of loss
of credibility, loss of mass sup
port and p h y sica l and
psychological damage which
has occured along the way.
Hart has failed to make suf
ficiently clear the connection
between its actions in trying to
stop the tour, and bringing
about an end to apartheid. In
stead, there has been a pre
occupation with confrontation.
I am not opposed to con
frontation as such. When used
appropriately it can be an ex
tremely effective statement of
conviction. But a ground-rule
for using it must be careful
thought and consideration of

the consequences, and a clearly
made decision to participate by
individuals, rather than, as the
case has been in the past few
months, a series of confronta
tion situations orchestrated by
a few, and into which people
are led.
Confrontation is a last resort
tactic. Setting out to stop the
tour by confrontationist means
is effectively denying the
possibility of stopping it by any
other means.
Setting out to stop anything
is a dangerous strategy in that it
allows no room for diversity or
movement, no middle ground,
no room for negotiation. It is
an all or nothing strategy. And
by using such a style of cam
paign and thereby showing its
unwillingness to participate in
reasonable debate, Hart has
lost a lot of credibility.
Pursuing such a hard line
also gives the other side what it
needs in terms of justification
for using more repressive
methods!
At earlier stages in the cam
paign, Hart argued that a clear
majority of New Zealanders
are opposed to apartheid. Hart
then proceeded with a stategy
which has effectively alienated
a large number of its sup
porters and created un
n ecessary d iv isio n s and
polarities both within the sup
porting anti-apartheid group
and within New Zealand socie
ty as a whole. Its strategy has
meant increasingly fewer peo
ple involved in the actions, and
“ braver than thou” dynamics
(heroism, egotripping etc.)
When the disruptive protests
first began, Hart stated its in
tentions, and stuck to them,
even in the face of diversionary
attempts by the government to

QUOTE OF THE MONTH
"That man over there says women need to be helped into carriages and
lifted over puddles. . . Nobody ever helps m e . . . AND AIN'T I A WOMAN?
Look at my arm! I have ploughed and planted and gathered into b am s. . .
AND AIN'T I A WOMAN"
Sojourner Truth 1797-1883
broadsheet, November, 1981
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turn the issue from one of op
position to apartheid, to a law
and order isue.
But now I hear individuals
saying that their main reason
for participating in the protest
actions is to assert their right to
protest.
Whilst 1 don’t dispute that
this is an important issue in its
own right, it shows a failure to
recognise their part in creating
the situation in the first place.
(It takes two!) It is as much a
side issue as the law and order
one, and it is indicative of loss
of perspective. As well, there is
some kind of feeling amongst
participants in the actions, that
certain kinds of behaviour are
all right, as long as you’re
fighting on the “ right” side.
Reasons for doing things begin
to seem like justifications for
behaviour which would not
have previously been accep
table.
Another danger is escalation.
It is pointless to say “ who
started it” , but once begun,
reactionary dynamics set in,
and the effectiveness of actions
in terms of ending apartheid
are lost to the winning/losing
mentality.
One feeling which has
motivated me to write, is the
sense of powerlessness I have
had, as events have escalated
around me, sweeping me along
with them.
In part this is due to the confrontationist methods used.
But it is also a side-effect of the
style of organisation which
Hart has used, with its tenden
cy towards, secrecy and closed
decision-making groups. As a
result of this, the actions have a
leader/follow er syndrome,
which is manifested in the
military-like language used,
giving orders etc by “ leaders”
and paranoia and confused
th in k in g
am ongst
the
“ followers” . In this sense,
Hart more resem bles a
manipulative political pressure
group, than a grass roots pro
test movement.
In conclusion.
I believe that the events of
the past few months have done
little toward the cause of en
ding apartheid, and that what
few positive gains have been
achieved, are far out-weighed
by the negative side-effects.
Even in terms of Hart’s
limited objectives — stopping
the tour — the past six weeks’
actions have failed.
I believe it is vital to con
stantly review objectives and
4

evaluate them, in the face of
such failure.

Sonja Antonsen
Dunedin

(new ones and twists on tradi
tional ones). If anyone can help
Nicky further they could write to
her at the above address.

Feminist n am es
A Grim Story
Dear Broadsheet,
Adrienne Rich says that the
Grimm brothers rewrote the
traditional fairy tales in patri
archal form. These fairy tales
are used in Steiner schools here
in New Zealand. Can anyone
give details of any authentic
records of the traditional
versions?
In sisterhood,

Nicky N egrescu
26 Hurley St,
Avon Loop,
C hristchurch 1.
Ed. Note! While not being
able to specifically answer
Nicky's request there are some
useful books on the theme of
fairy tales. Dr Madonna Kolbenschlag, a Roman Catholic
nun and professor at the Uni
versity of Notre Dame, has writ
ten Kiss Sleeping Beauty
Good-Bye: Breaking the Spell
of Feminine Myths and
Models. In this book, published
by Doubleday and Co (and on
order by the Broadsheet shop),
she examines six fairy tales for
their relation to the information
taught women at an early age
through frequent repetition.
She also discusses the history
of each fairy tale and changes to
it over the years. There are also
a couple of books of feminist
fables. Jay Williams' The Prac
tical Princess and other Lib
erating Fairy Tales (Chatto
and Windus. 1979) presents
resourceful heroines, but. irri
tatingly, they all marry at story's
end. Ethel Johnston Phelps'
Tatterhood and Other Tales
(The Feminist Press. 1978 - on
order to the Broadsheet book
shop) is the result of three years
searching through traditional
folk and fairy tales for ones pre
senting brave and unconven
tional heroines. A second
volume The Maid of the North
has just been published by Holt.
Rinehart and Winston.
Suniti Namjoshi's Feminist
Fables (Sheba. 1980-o n order
to the Broadsheet bookshop)
presents fables for grown-ups
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Dear Broadsheet,
Many thanks to the women
who responded to my request for
information on feminists and
their surnames.
The response was very heart
ening - although some of the
experiences were harrowing. A
woman by any other name . . .
I'm collating the information
- along with other research - and
hope to compile a review of the
findings.
The correspondence is now
closed.
Many thanks.

these women preferred to use
Ms and that I personally found it
embarrassing and unnecessary
that I supply information on my
marital status whenever I give
my name.
I was pleased to receive a
reply which assured me that the
facility to use Ms as an addres
sed prefix was available. The
Managing Director thanked me
for bringing this matter to his
attention. He had instructed his
staff training and recruitment
officers of the situation.
Success! and so easy.
This is the first time I've taken
the trouble to pursue my beliefs.
I should have done it years ago.
It won’t be the last.

W en d y S h eld o n

K aren O 'Brien
New Plym outh

A minor trium ph
Dear Broadsheet,
I would like to relate a minor
triumph I recently achieved and
which may encourage others to
do likewise.
During my various personal
banking and financial account
ing transactions I often find
myself faced with the choice of
Mrs or Miss. When completing
a written form it is a simple
matter to delete all and replace
with Ms. This usually works.
However recently, an em
ployee of a large banking organ
isation informed me that
"women were either Mrs or
Miss". I offered some resist
ance but his attitude was such
that I selected one of the avail
able titles to avoid a stand up
fight! I have often taken this
choice and selected an inap
propriate title rather than cause
a fuss. But this time I remained
indignant and was finally moved
to write to the Managing Direc
tor of the company concerned.
I explained that I was sur
prised and disappointed to be
given such information and that
I was sure that women would
represent a considerable per
centage of current account
holders and a substantial per
centage of future business.
Surely the company's national
advertising campaign did not
ignore women as a target market
group. I explained that some of
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MACHINIST
Machinist needed; exper
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articles. Phone 639-503
Auckland, evenings.

T H E N E W A D V IS O R Y C O M M IT T E E O N W O M E N ’S A F F A IR S
B Y J U D IT H A IT K E N
The members of the new Advisory Committee on
Women’s affairs (ACWA) look fairly predictable.
Since I expect any party as pragmatic and expedient in
its approach to government as National to prefer its
own people, Ms Dewe’s appointment is neither a sur
prise nor a disappointment. At least Colleen Dewe is
forthright and intelligent, and will undoubtedly be bet
ter than a female version of Colin McLachlan or Ben
Couch (if any exist), which could have happened.
I imagine that Ms Dewe’s five colleagues are equally
well known and acceptable to the government caucus
— rumour has it that the short list put up by women
officials was effectively returned signed Not Wanted
on Voyage. So, superficially at least, it appears that
the interests of professional, middle class pakeha
women will be adequately represented by ACWA. Ho
hum.
Of much more interest are the composition, loca
tion, and terms of reference of ACWAs secretariat.
Political appointees and their elected patrons come
and go, but the bureaucracy goes on for ever. As
always, it is anonymous, bound by the rigid rules of
the public service hierarchy — and potentially influen
tial.
The most obvious shift in the ACWA secretariat is
from the general auspices of Treasury (with the
Minister of Finance in improbable charge of funding
women’s affairs) to the State Services Commission.
The SSC is one of the two major control departments
of central government and its report to Parliament this
year placed significant emphasis on equal opportunity
and what looked suspiciously like affirmative action
on personnel policies for women and ethnic minorities.
This augurs well for Nicky Hill (senior executive of
ficer, ACWA/SSC) and her little covey of researchadministrative assistants. Their placement in the SSC
could lead to something like an “ equal opportunity
bureau” , a suggestion that was actively favoured by
Wellington women consulted about ACWA over the
past few months.
It has been argued that any “ machinery of govern
ment” (an SSC phrase, not mine) must do at least
three things if it’s to have any significance at all for
women:
(a) be staffed by committed feminists;
(b) be capable of a professional, thorough evaluation
of all major government policy proposals in terms of
their direct or indirect impact on women;
(c) be able to co-ordinate, support and relate to the
policies and activities now carried out or promoted by
the three existing government advisory committees on
women — the National Advisory Council on the
Employment of Women (NACEW, responsible to the
Minister of Labour,) the National Advisory Commit
tee on Women and Education (NACWE, responsible
to the Minister of Education), and the Women’s Ad
visory Committee (WAC) of the Vocational Training
Council (also to Education).

In addition, each individual government department
(nearly 40 in all) must have qualified staff and proper
procedures to evaluate their own existing and new
policies, and provide feedback and advice to the AC
WA secretariat. It looks as though these proposals,
thrashed out in informal meetings of women oficials
and women outside the government before ACWA
was formed, may be endorsed by the government. Jim
McLay (spokesman on women’s affairs) and other
vaguely sympathetic ministers may support them,
others may not recognize or care about what’s set up
for women, and let it through by accident.
A permanent unit of officials inside the SSC, to pro
vide a focal point for other good feminists beavering
away inside the government system, could be an effect
tive and, hopefully, subversive influence on the male
dominated world of official power. If this happens it
will be of little consequence who sits in the boardroom
as ACWA. Without a feminist secretariat the Commit
tee will be impotent to work for women; with one, the
largely cosmetic nature of the new quango will be a
conveniently respectable front for some real work in
side government over the next decade. □

AROMATIC

— \

BATH

OILS

HONEYSUCKLE * ROSE
JASMIN * SANDALWOOD
CHAMOMILE * AVOCADO

Six natural fragrances, blended w ith
wheatgerm and alm ond oil, to nourish,
moisturise and perfum e y o u r skin.
Elegantly presented in a TOO m l glass
bottle.
$3.80 to Lynn, 15 Tongariro Street, Mt Eden,
Auckland, New Zealand.
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BEHIND

ANATOMY OF A DISPUTE —
WHAT REALLY HAPPENED
AT RIXEN’S

In a long-drawn out, highly
publicised dispute the women
workers at the Rixen clothing
manufacturing company in Levin
kept occupying and picketing the
factory where they used to work.
How did it happen, how did the
women feel, what did they want,
what did the union do? Read
on...
Levin — another town where
you have to slow down on your
way back to Wellington. Sunday
afternoon — drivers, but no-one
else much about in this small
town. A woman holding a sign in
front of the car — “ Honk if you
support us.” Huh? More women
with banners beside her. Oh yeah
— Rixens. Honk! Honk! Waves
and smiles. The strike is in its
third week.
In the sixth week of the strike I
talked to Julia Knight, Well
ington Clerical Workers’ Union
organisor, about why the workers
at the Rixen clothing company
went on strike, and why and how
their strike lasted so long. Julia is
part of the team of unionists who
have been supporting the strikers
on the one hand, and trying to get
some satisfaction out of their
boss on the other.
The textile and garment in
dustries in New Zealand have
been getting it in the neck in re
cent years, what with the general
economic downturn and the
government’s “ restructuring”
policies. An awful lot of women
have lost their jobs — in the
Canterbury area alone nearly
1,000 women lost jobs in the
clothing industry between 1977
and 1981. Sometimes the displac
ed women have found new jobs,
sometimes they have left work
with the second best satisfaction
of a good redundancy settlement
6
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— but more often than they or
their union care for, they have
gone back home, without any
cash compensation or much hope
of a new job in the near future.
So far very few have taken direct
or militant action about their per
sonal situation or the situation of
clothing workers generally. The
Rixen dispute is an exception.
The Rixen factory is owned
jointly by Ken Dungey, Fred
Ellison, and their wives. The
partners own other businesses —
retail and mail order clothing
businessess in Napier and Levin.
The clothing manufacturing com
pany workers in Levin (63 women
and 4 men) were told at the end
of August (by Dungey’s lawyer)
that they would all be out of
work at the end of the next week.
No redundancy settlement offers
were made. The staff decided to
strike, picket and sit in at the fac
tory for as long as was necessary
to get the boss to talk about
redundancy payments. Eight
days after the lawyer told the
workers they were dismissed Mr
Dungey turned up to discuss the
matter with them. He reiterated
that he had no obligation under
the Clothing Workers Award to
pay any redundancy money but
said he believed that he had a
“ moral obligation” to help the

NEWS
workers find other jobs. He said
he could find 35 jobs — but on
union investigation these turned
out to be Labour Department
subsidised jobs, which the Rixen
workers would not be eligible for
unless they admitted that they
were unemployed and registered
with the Labour Department,
and they would then go on the
bottom of a list of other
unemployed people (at least 400
in their area) who were also look
ing for such jobs. So that wasn’t
much cop as far as the workers
were concerned. He also offered
to pay for the week the workers
were on strike if they went back
and worked for another week,
and he offered to pay half their
unused sick pay. This was not on
— the workers telegrammed the
Federation of Labour and asked
it to take over the handling of the
dispute. They agreed to continue
with their direct action until
directed otherwise by the FOL.
At this point 12 workers decid
ed to leave and accept Dungey’s
offer of a week’s pay and half
their sick pay. Some of them got
work at another factory — but
were put off after a few days. By
the end of the following week a
total of 22 workers had left the
strike. Meanwhile the FOL had
arranged a meeting with Mr

Dungey and his lawyer. The
Clothing Workers Union wanted
a 3 ± 2 settlement (union jargon
for three weeks pay for everyone
dismissed plus two weeks pay for
every year of service) which
would be about middle ground
for settlements which unions
have been managing to negotiate
recently — certainly not a par
ticularly generous or excessive
settlement.
However Mr Dungey, while in
sisting that he was not going
broke or even that he was finan
cially embarassed, said that 3 ± 1
was the best he could manage,
plus half the unused sick pay (the
Union still wanted all unused sick
pay).
So things remained at a
stalemate for eight days — until
Dungey called in the police. They
arrived at the factory early in the
morning — but their way was
barred by the people occupying
the factory within and unionists
rapidly arriving without. Six
police tried to prevent the
unionists from entering the fac
tory but those inside opened win
dows and let them in. That even
ing (September 16) there was a
meeting in the factory between
Dungey, the workers and their
representatives.
Dungey said that he wanted the
workers out of the factory, and
that he was prepared to attend
another meeting to settle the af
fair if it were chaired by a
mediator appointed by the
Minister of Labour. The union
side pointed out to him that the
purpose of such a mediator (as
recognised by the Industrial Rela
tions Act) was to bring the parties
together, and that such a person
had no power to enforce a settle
ment. And since the parties were
already together talking — why
not talk turkey?
.Dungey talked. He said that his
previous offer would cost him
$25,000, but that he was prepared
to up this to $30,000, with the
following conditions — that the
payment was called an ex gratia
payment, not a redundancy set
tlement (an attempt to avoid set
ting precedents in his business
— although the union side has
evidence that in 1980 Dungey
made a redundancy payment to a
worker — which he denies); and
that the money was to go to all

the staff dismissed — it being up
to the union to decide how it was
divided.
The union rejected this offer,
on the ground that only the 43
workers remaining at the factory
were entitled to the settlement,
since the others had accepted his
previous offer or made other ar
rangements; and that the pay
ment should not be just a lump
sum but should be based on
length of service, a principle of
equity which unions like to
adhere to.
When they found out that this
$30,000 was to be minus the
amount already paid out to those
who accepted the previous settle
ment (taking the total offer back
to $25,000) the workers and their
representatives were even less im
pressed — especially when by
their calculations the lowest
amount Dungey could offer even
on his own terms should have
been $38,000. So discussions
broke down again, with both par
ties agreeing that the formula for
dividing the money and just who
the money would go to still need
ed to be decided to their mutual
satisfaction. Dungey’s parting
shot was “ if you don’t widen the
dispute, I won’t call in the cops.’’
Another stalemate — until
Dungey withdrew his offer com
pletely (thinking that the workers
must be getting tired by now and
would soon crack?) The strike
continues into October...
How close are the workers to
cracking? Appeals among unions
and the public have raised
thousands of dollars — enough
to give each of the still striking

workers more than what she’d be
getting on the dole each week
(and of course the married ones
wouldn’t be getting any dole.) A
lot of the workers hadn’t seen a
union organiser before the strike
broke out and were apathetic or
even anti-union .now they’ve had
a lot of support from their own
unions, from the Manawatu
Trades Council and from
unionists generally, and they are
keen to be job delegates for the
union at their next job. Some of
them have changed their political
opinions too, because of support
from the local branch of the
Labour Party.
They
have
organ ised
themselves very systematically,
with a group in charge of clean
ing and another in charge of
security. They maintain a picket
outside the factory during work
ing hours — half an hour on, half
an hour off, for each woman
throughout the day. During the
“ off” times they prepare meals
(greatly assisted by local sup
porters who arrive with all sorts
of food), play games, knit, watch
TV and have a lot of discussions.
At night those who can, sleep in,
but the solo mothers have to go
home to their children. Julia felt
that the physical health of the
women could be better (one
woman was told by her doctor
not to sleep in, and some have
had to leave the occupation for
health reasons, including the ar
rival of a baby) but that mentally
and emotionally they were in
good form. Very tired — but also
very courageous. Hoping for an
end which was still not in view.
broadsheet. November. 1981
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“ Basically a neat bunch of
women” , says Julia.
They’ve had a lot of discus
sions on why the closure has hap
pened. They know that they are
not just fighting for themselves,
and even if they don’t win their
actions could well benefit other
workers. Their boss is being
unreasonalbe even by the not
very stringent standards of his
fellow employers, there is a cry
ing need for good redundancy
settlements in their beleaguered in
dustry, and a desperate need for
more jobs in their town. Their ac
tion highlights all these problems,
and whatever the outcome it will
have made some good points.!!)
( h ris lim
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NUCLEAR POWER Vs.
W OMANPOW ER
Californian women blockarded the
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant in an attempt to draw atten
tion to the threat of nuclear power
to workers at the plant and people
living in the area.

The Feminist Cluster, comprised
of five all-women affinity groups
from all over California, arrived in
San Luis O bispo Thursday
September 10, and began organizing
to blockade the Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant. Decisions
concerning legal pleas, where on the
plant site to blockade, and jail/bail
solidarity were all arhieved through
the consensus process..
Wednesday, September 16, fortyfour women from the Feminist
Cluster formed a human blockade
at the main gate of the Diablo Plant.
They succeeded in preventing thir
teen busloads of workers from
entering the plant. As a lone woman
sat in front of the gate blocking the
first bus, the SOLAR affinity group
(one of the five in the Cluster) stood
arm-in-arm in front of the second
bus, supporting the woman’s brave
action. Phoenix Rising and the
Mother Bear Brigade went over the
fence to blockade the second gate,
8

as Lamanja and The Furies remain proximately three hours later, the
ed on the outside, blocking the first gates of the plant were forced open
gate. The confrontation lasted for a by workers already in sid e.
full twenty minutes before the angry Simultaneously, teams of officers
drivers turned their busloads of arrived. Although the blockaders
workers back.
kept their commitment to non
During an interview with violence, the officers acted very ag
members of the Mother Bear gressively and at times brutally.
Brigade and with Phoenix Rising, Some blockaders were pushed and
the women expressed their concern souk vveic pinned in painful wrist
that the workers of the power plant and arm holds. The women were
understand why, the women were then arrested and held in the
taking part in the action. “ We California Men’s Colony in San
realize that our position is a threat Luis Obispo.
to your immediate jobs, but we also
W hile in confinem ent the
know that your safety and health Feminist Cluster remained a strong
and that of your families is far more presence and helped further
threatened by that job than you solidarity with all the 400 women
have been led to believe ” the held at the facility. Seventeen
women said. “The effects of radiation Cluster women were arraigned Fri
are initially invisible but over a day, September 18, but the entire
lifetime they take a great toll on you Cluster will remain jailed until all 44
and greatly affect your ability to have been released.
have healthy ennuren.” They went
At this times more and more
on to say, “ ...the greatest damage is women are gathering to continue the
to the miners and millers of Diablo Blockade. □
uranium, the workers in the nuclear
plant, and the nearby residents.”
Contact: 112 Reno Way, Santa
At no time were there any ar Cruz, CA 95062, USA.
resting officers on the scene. Ap
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Mental Health Project
Underway

International Cries For
Help

The controversial Women’s Mental
Health Project has finally, had the go
ahead from the Mental Health Founda
tion. Readers may recall that late last
year the future, of the project looked
bleak after Dr J. Radcliffe of Tauranga
Hospital withdrew his application for the
grant after it had been approved by the
Mental Health Foundation. Following
this setback, the principal researcher
Sarah Calvert and other women involved
in the project reapplied for the grant as
the Women’s Mental Health Project. In
August approval for the $30,000 grant
was given to the group. The group has
been meeting regularly throughout this
year and now has offices in Tauranga. It
describes itself as a community group
and it aims to avoid “ the institutional or
bureaucratic approach” . The group
plans to investigate the mental health of
women in two communities, one urban,
the other rural. The project aims to look
at stress in women’s lives and how this
affects their mental health. Following
this it is hoped to set up a series of pro
grammes that meet women’s needs and
which prevent or combat mental illness
among women. It is hoped that these
programmes will be of value for women
in other parts of New Zealand. Accor
ding to a recent newsheet put out by the
group: “ It is intended wherever possible
that these programmes emphasise a
view of possible mental health, rather
than identifying illness behaviour. The
programmes will be educative, preven
tative and based on the concept of early
intervention. Some may focus on the
specific and special needs of groups
such as urban unemployed, solo
mothers, women at home with small
children and older women.”

We mentioned in a stop press in the
October issue the arrest of Egyptian
feminist Nawal el Saadawi. Regular
readers of B ro ad sh eet may remember
that last year we published an extract on
genital mutilation from her book T he

Lesbian Mothers’
Questionnaire

Miriam Saphira reports on progress so
far:
We are halfway there. Thank you for
the fifty questionnaires sent in so far.
We would really like to get one hundred
to collate, so if you meant to fill one in,
but haven’t yet, please do (copies in
B ro a d s h e e t, July/August, 1981, or from
Papers Inc, Box 47398, Ponsonby,
Auckland).
The questionnaire is designed to pro
vide some basic information about the
lives of lesbian mothers in New Zealand.
This is important to assist relatives,
friends, and neighbours, and thus make
a lesbian mother’s life much easier. In
addition, it will be invaluable informa
tion for the social workers and lawyers
who presently make decisions about les
bian mothers with practically no
knowledge at their disposal.
This information-giving approach
does fall within the “ lesbians are
everywhere” argument for the accep
tance of lesbianism. This theory argues
that lesbians are not really any different
from anyone else — well, just a little dif
ferent.
A radical lesbian feminist analysis
would argue that lesbians are very dif
ferent, and that lesbianism is a threat,
and the only real threat, to the
heterosexist institution. It is con
ceivable then, that women holding the
latter theroetical viewpoint may feel less
inclined to fill in the questionaire. Unfor
tunately this theory is not very useful
when you come to the reality of a cour
troom when you are about to lose your
Currently the group is looking for any
children. It is for this reason that we
Tauranga or Walton women who want to
have undertaken the task of data collec
become involved in the project, and
tion and collation. It may ease the load
especially women who are willing to be
for lesbian mothers. We recognise that
roster women, or do general office work.
for many lesbians, taking an out-front
They’re also looking for furniture and
political stance means they could lose
equipment for their offices. It is planned
to start interviewing women par their children in the heterosexist reac
tion.
ticipating in the project in February, so
To preserve your privacy the question
interviewers need to be trained before
naire can be sent in anonymously. For
this date.
those who wish to continue the above
Interested women can contact:
dialogue, we will be happy to do so.
Women’s Mental Health Project, 314
“ Remember you and I are sowing
Ngatai Rd, Tauranga. Phone: 66-302.
seeds. One of them will surely sprout.”
A regular newsletter is planned. Write
Rita Mae Brown. ' rom A P lain B row n
for Newsletter No 1 and future issues to
R apper, 1976.
the above address.

H idden Fa c e of Eve : W o m en in the A rab
W orld . Later Donna Awatere reported on

meeting Nawal at the Copenhagen MidDecade World Conference. Saadawi is a
doctor, novelist and writer, a champion
of Arab woman and a fierce opponent of
imperialism and religious chauvinism.
She was formerly Egypt’s Director of
Public Health but lost her job after the
publication of her book W o m a n and Sex
(1972). Both her books are banned in
Egypt. Her books are read throughout
the world, and she has travelled to many
parts of the world speaking about Arab
women.
For some years she has been the
ta rg e t of a tta c k s by E g yptia n
authorities; this culminated in her arrest
on September 6 in the general purge of
Egypt in which 1535 were arrested. She
was one of six women arrested. The
others were university professors Latifa
El Zayat, Amina Rasheed, Awatef Abdel
Rahman, and jo u rn a lis ts Safinaz
Kazzem and Sarida El Natash.
They were arrested under the Code of
Ethics without any formal charge. They
are accused of contributing to civil
unrest. They can be held for five years,
and for one year without any access to
legal remedy. Even if freed they can still
be subject to legal vigilance. They can
be circumscribed in movement to a par
ticular area, have their passports
withheld, property confiscated, have no
bank accounts, and no public speaking
or media contacts.
Write letter of protest to:
His Excellency Mr Abdel Rahman
Marei, Embassy of the Arab Rebublic of
Egypt, 13th Floor, Dalmuir House, The
Terrace, W ellington, and to Vicepresident Hosni Mubarak, Office of the
President, Abdine Palace, El Gomhuri,
Cairo, Egypt.
Another plea for help for 24-year-old
Ana Maria Gomez, one of the founders
of Women of El Salvador (AMES) and
one of the leaders of the People’s
Revolutionary Block (BPR) who was kid
napped and imprisoned on September
18, 1981. Like all prisoners of Duarte’s
Junta her life is endangered.
Write letter of protest to Napoleon
Duarte, Palacio de Gobernio, San
Salvador, El Salvador.
broadsheet. November, 1981
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RUGBY, RACISM AND RIOT GEAR
A/ew Zealand in the winter of 1981
When Br°adsheet asked several women to write about the recently-ended protest against the Spinqbok Ruqbv
tour of New Zealand, we probably gave one of the most difficult assignments we have ever given. We are still
so close to the events of this most traumatic winter that thought, analysis and clear-sight comes very hard. Most
protestors are still, as we go to press, going through the process of emotional disengagement from the events
they had witnessed and been part of.
- D2 «NAuA.W ^ T^ RE’ from Auckland- and R0S NOONAN and JUDITH AITKEN from Wellington, have tackled
this difficult task. We see these contributions as only the beginning of a discussion of the events of ’81 which
must continue in Broadsheet and elsewhere, the ‘left’ and the wom en’s movement in New Zealand have much
to learn from these events which will help us in future struggle.

D o m a A w a te re
So it s November. Summer tiptoes in dragging with it yawny, ear
thy days of sun. The Tour seems so
far away: my helmet disappeared.
My chest protector went for a
swing seat and apart from endless
court cases, life has pinged back in
to shape.
Life without demonstrations was
at first a little unsettling as we each
had gathered our own personal
momentum, escalating rather rapid
ly towards the end and then no
more. No more finding out that
each personal limit was just a begin
ning. No more heady anticipation,
Taping up. The tiredness. The first
beer afterwards. The Ten 0 ‘clock
News. No more.
The rhythm changed so quickly
we were all caught unawares. No
longer feeling like fleas in a bottle
jumping to get going, rather now
10
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like a ship in a bottle hoping we>d with few exceptions, all Ngati

never reach shore.
Later this month at the Second
National Black Women’s Hui black
women will work out what we learn
ed from the Tour, what we could
have done better, what our im
mediate priorities are now. Our huis
have the buzzing quality of a
demonstration so our rhythm will
change again, even if only for a
weekend.
Over the past month court cases
in Gisborne, Hamilton, Kaikohe
and Auckland have taken up my
time. But there’s something about
being together again with people
who went through it all with you
that has an exciting and festive feel
ing. I’ve begun to understand now
why the RSA is so attractive to
returned servicemen.
Gisborne. The first game. So
many Maori women came, and,

Porou. Incensed at the Marae
welcome. Incensed at the soiling of
the memory of the great 28th Maori
Battalion. Incensed at the prostra
tion of a few Maori to white power.
We didn’t get on the field because
no-one had checked out where we
were going. So we went up a steep
bank. Good grief. Around the cor
ner was a flat section. Never mind.
Over the Tour, the tactics of the
dem onstrators changed from
haphazard confusion to grim deter
mination as the police defence of the
game venues moved from one line
of police to the jumbo/container
bin/barbed wire/baton charge tac
tics of the Third Test. The violence
moved up rapidly exactly as
predicted in the 1973 Kirk White
Paper released at the time that Tour
was stopped. Over time New
Zealand became accustomed to ba-

Sophie Stockman — Auckland. Photo by Marti Friedlander.

Protesters at Garden Place in Hamilton, July 25th. Photo by Gill
Hanly.

ton's, to visors, to offensive police
tactics. And that’s what was suppos
ed to happen.
There’s the rub. Even before the
Tour ended the dread had come
true. Riot police with fist-gripped
batons moved into pubs with a
black presence; parties; anywhere it
seemed where two or more blacks
were gathered together.
Hilda Halkyard saw it: “ I got a
shock when I first realised that the
Red Squad was the same as the one
at Waitangi this year. It hit me that
after the Tour, the first ones to go
down will be blacks and there won’t
be too much commotion because the
value of a black life isn’t much in
this country.”
That’s so. Where is the media at
tention? The public outcry?
In Central Auckland over Oc
tober, police focussed a large violent

force on young black kids. These
young kids are being punished for
being ‘p o litic a l’ enough to
demonstrate. Others are being
punished just in case they get any
ideas into their heads about their
rights. Police have the idea that
these kids are being manipulated.
Look. You have to be a white clone
not to see racism all around you.
Hurting you. You’re getting picked
up because you’re black, because
you’re poor, because you’ve got
nothing, because you’ve made the
mistake of demonstrating against
racism, because you made the
mistake of not fighting among
yourselves.
Gang members settled their dif
ferences to demonstrate together.
You’d think the police would be
pleased at this. But Not So. They
are terrified that gangs will settle

their differences permanently, that
they might begin to figure out where
the brutality is coming from.
And
strike
back.
Police intimidation must stop.
Left to fester in their relationship of
bully and bullied, police and our
young people will eventually create
so much bitterness that the effects
will reverberate through the rest of
the community. Maori women have
also had our share of being bullied,
but in our case, through the Courts.
We must average the largest
number of charges of any group —
white men, white women and black
men — proportionate to the
num bers
who
actu a lly
demonstrated. Those around me
have 6 to 9 charges each. This in
itself is selective harassment. Why
black women? Why not black men?
or white women?
broadsheet, November, 1981
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well, political black women can
not be easily intimidated. We have a
gut level commitment and the
stamina to carry it through. We are
discovering our ability to go beyond
co-option, beyond coercion and
beyond fear. So we have become the
targets.
We are also aware that black peo
ple in New Zealand essentially stand
alone. Zena Tamanui pointed out
that blacks are always waiting for
political whites to catch up and sup
port us. “ But from the Tour I learn
ed that generally they’re too far
behind. They’ye got too many
benefits that get in the way of a true
commitment to justice. I got sick of
hearing whites mouthing off about
how they don’t have benefits and
how they don’t personally oppress
blacks. While our kids are getting
beat up, can’t get jobs, can’t get
health care, can’t get education,
can’t get self-respect, can’t get
nothing. They won’t see what’s go
ing on in their own backyard. They
don’t want to see because it might
make them feel less safe in their own
comfortable cocoons.”
12
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Before the Tour Hilda had the
feeling that whites wouldn’t see the
connection between apartheid and
colonisation and racism here. “ A
lot of blacks wouldn’t come out on
the apartheid question because
they felt angry that liberal whites
take any chance not to look at
what’s happening to blacks here. Or
somewhere excusing it because
we’re only .400,000 and there’s 25
million blacks. But a lot of us came
out anyway because we wanted to
show our black solidarity for the
black movement in Azania. Even so
we got a real hard time from the
whites. Like, on the night of the
first game, at Eden Park I started to
talk about the Treaty of Waitangi
and somebody called out, ‘What’s
that got to do with it.’
“ What hurts most is that they
make a monument of Biko. But how
many turned out when Daniel
Houpapa was murdered. Or when
the Jury brothers hung themselves
in jail within a week of each other.
Or when Roger Rameka committed
suicide after Bastion Point. Even
though you understand the thing

about Biko it doesn’t stop you get
ting angry when they ignore our
struggles.”
The relationship between black
and white political groups will in the
long run depend on how well whites
can identify and work against in
justice to black people. Very few
will. Yet racism is a global
phenomenon, not particular to one
country and it must be fought
globally, wherever it is. And it is
here. In New Zealand. But anti
racism isn’t fashionable like
feminism, or full of intrigue like
anti-capitalism, although it includes
both feminism and the class strug
gle. Emotionally, fighting overseas
racism must be easier to cope with
for whites: attending meetings;.
writing letters; the occasional New
Zealand Insurance hooley; the occa
sional visit or tour. Domestic racism
is every day. Every day in the streets
Every day in the classroom, the
courtroom, the factory, plunket
rooms, welfare home. You name it.
In spite of the political role ac
corded to blacks by whites, the
irony is that the real challenge to the

power of global capitalism will
come from black people: led by
Third World nations (not, of
course, with the current leadership)
and supported by black, minority
and immigrant groups within
developed countries. Only those
who benefit least from global
capitalism will be motivated to stop
it and power for that to happen will
build in Third World countries over
the next decades. The white working
class here is just too cosy. So forget
that one.
The further irony is that the real
challenge to patriarchal power is
coming from Third World and
black women. This was quite clear
at Copenhagen, where white
feminists seemed out of touch with
reality in their isolation of
“ women’s” issues from “ other”
issues and naive in their belief that
dealing with the effects of a system
will change the system itself. Black
and Third World women strongly
challenge male definitions of
development and over the next
decades will build the power that
will undercut white supremacist,

patriarchal power.
White dykes and blacks worked
together during the Tour. Twice
that I know of white dykes fell in
with black groups. The first time
was in Palmerston when they joined
blacks in expressing concern at the
racist behaviour of the leadership
and most of the dykes were from
Wellington. We didn’t know them
and they didn’t know us — yet we
had a parallel analysis of what was
going on. The second time was up
here in Auckland. White dykes had
a couple of day workshops looking
at racism. When the famous PATU
section was formed, they fell in with
the black groups.
I wonder why that was.
Was it because the leadership of
the black groups was all women, so
that the dykes felt more comfor
table?
Was it because giving up
heterosexual privileges makes you
vulnerable to attack from patriar
chal power so you understand, at a
gut level, attack from white
supremacy?

women probably felt easier
with white dykes because they
weren’t all sniffing around and
drooling over political black men,
picking off the less committed and
weakening the black movement.
Christ. The CIA did that to the
Black Panthers. Killed the strongly
committed and sent in drugs and
white women for the rest.
Of course, a lot of white dykes
won’t work with men. That’s their
privilege. Black women work with
black men because we^ share a
discrimination based on a common
skin colour, race and culture. White
dykes, while giving up one privilege,
still share with white men other
privileges based on common skin
colour, race and culture.
Working with any white group ex
cept perhaps ACORD, New
Perspectives on Race and, to a lesser
degree, white dykes, brings with it a
high risk of being hit by white racist
behaviour.
One instance happened in
Palmerston North when no blacks
at all were allowed to participate in
decision making. Two Maori
broadsheet. November, 1981
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women were elected to represent the
blacks from Auckland, Palmerston
North and Wellington, mainly
because they had been part of the
leadership at both Gisborne and
Hamilton. Even the Maoris from
Palmerston, a strong group, sup
ported this. After approaching the
all white male Wellington leadership
to discuss the plan it was made clear
that “ this is our demonstration and
our troops.” Ted Nia and Tom
Poata, both Wellington marshalls
and part of the black contingent,
were also excluded. They said they
were given a bad time by these peo
ple in Wellington. Would John Minto or Dick Cuthbert have been
treated so? This lip-curling racist
behaviour won’t be forgotton by
any black who was there that day.
Later we learned that this leader
ship was almost all from the
Worker’s Communist League.
Actually Palmerston North is a
good example of the different kind
of leadership styles which emerged
during the Tour. The Palmerston
demo was a similar style to Well
ington with highly disciplined rows
of people, ten deep, arms linked.
Authoritarian marshalls. But the
plan? Was it to stop the game? No,
it was to walk miles in a circle, well
away from the park. The Well
ington marshalls at one point even
linked arms in front of the rows of
riot police to make sure no-one went
through. Their reward? Bob Moodie praised the “ subversives” list,
which was largely Wellington
leadership, for holding back the
“ radicals” .
In Hamilton, the week before, in
contrast the rows were any old how
and the marshalling was, like in
Auckland, ‘til just before the first
Auckland game, slap happy, dare
one say it, pathetic. But the plan?
To stop the game. To get on the
field.
Auckland demonstrators were a
bunch of crazies. So was the leader
ship. Because the marshalling was
so slack, spontaneous action broke
out all the time. People felt it was
their fight, their demonstration.
They felt that it was OK to go off on
their own crazy number. No-one
owned the Auckland demonstra
te
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tions. That’s why we got the jumbo
bins, the container crates, the rowupon-row of barbed wire, and Well
ington did not.

Feminists who are only concerned
with (w hite) (m iddle class)
“ women’s issues” act to remove on
ly the barriers to their own potential
and act as though personal fulfil
ment is political change. Therefore
these kind of feminists don’t step
out and take risks for others. Their
aim seems to be rather to seize some
of the goodies for themselves. This
kind of feminist avoids confronting
institutions of power, avoids work
ing in consciousness raising groups
whichuse an ANALYSE, ACT AND
SUPPORT model for social change.
This is one of the organisational
differences between black and white
feminists. Guerilla-style institu
tional confronting is done through
the small group that analyses the
problem, acts in small steps for suc
cess and gives each other feedback
and support while doing it. The cur
rent black women’s strength is part
ly built on this technique. I notice a
trend for white women’s groups to
be all analysis (socialist-oriented) or
all support (eg Feminist Teachers).
This is not going to change institu
tions of power, nor develop a strong
feminist movement.
Feminism without a class analysis
or an anti-racist commitment has
gone long enough and we’re all get
ting a little weary of the selfindulgent sort of nonsense that’s
been passing for the women’s move
ment for the past ten years.
If feminism had built itself up in
to a strong political movement, who
knows what the nature of the
demonstrations would have been. If
every woman reading this decided to
form and initially lead a guerilla
consciousness-raising group, to
herself practise daily going beyond
co-option, coercion and fear, then
we might have some small chance of
seriously challenging patriarchal
white supremacist Capitalist power
in this country.

The Auckland leadership’s objec
tive was to make a non-violent
direct effort which included civil
disobedience to stop the Tour. The
Wellington leadership’s objective
was to exclude blacks, bully women,
build their own party, train for a
marathon and play peek-a-boo
games with the police.
The difference between the two
styles of leadership emerged from
the structure of the two umbrella
groups which were formed. In Well
ington the leadership and marshalls
were hand-picked from one com
munist party. In Auckland a com
mittee representing all the different
groups nominated people whose
leadership they trusted. This way,
the leadership comprised represen
tatives of a large number of dif
ferent groups including two com
munist parties. Because people were
nominated who had already shown
leadership willingness in demos, two
women to every one man were
n om in ated . That fact gave
Auckland leadership a different
edge.
All three Chief Marshalls were
women. In PATU section, 33 of the
37 marshalls were women.
However in spite of this, feminists
elsewhere did not take an equivalent
leadership initiative. The women
who did emerge in leadership roles
were women from other organisa
tions: political parties, anti-racist
groups, the churches, and black
groups. Women with strong
feminist identities were missing, ex
cept for white dykes. The women’s
movement has always had a tenden
cy to decry “ leadership” as though
it were contradictory, rather than
complementary, to a collective
mode. Constant hostility in small
group situations has stultified in
itiative and innovation among white
feminists. Blacks don’t have this Do it today.
problem. We encourage everyone to
share the leadership load, so
everyone gets skilled at it and it
makes less work for everyone else.
This doesn’t mean we don’t also
have consensus decision making.

FOR OVERSEAS READERS
The action against the Springbok Rugby tour of New Zealand in the winter of 1981 was
the culmination of 21 years of protest against sporting contact with South Africa. In 1960
protesters had unsuccessfully tried to prevent an all-white New Zealand rugby team from
touring South Africa; later, touring New Zealand teams were racially mixed. In 1973 the
then Labour Prime Minister Norman Kirk cancelled a projected Springbok visit to New
Zealand, but under Muldoon’s National Government, the 1981 tour Was allowed to go
ahead, despite massive opposition from black Africa, other nations in the Commonwealth
and from within New Zealand.
Maori groups within New Zealand were almost unanimously against the tour. Only two'
maraes in this country welcomed the Springboks and the Maori Queen’s marae at
Ngaruawahia was closed to the visiting team.
The first game of the tour was played at Gisborne, a stauch pro-rugby stronghold, and
the protest was reasonably low key. But a major victory for anti-tour people was gained at
the next venue in Hamilton, where 300 people managed to tear down a fence surrounding
the ground and stormed onto the rugby field, forcing the cancellation o f that game.
Following this incident, right-wing sections of the community called for a harder line to
be taken by the police and, politically, attempts were made by Prime Minister Muldoon to
turn the protest into n "law and order” issue.
For future confrontations, the police mobilised in even greater numbers and special
squaus equipped with batons, helmets and riot shields played a very visible role in pro
tecting rugby fields and other targets of the protesters.
in response to this «many of the protesters, who generally were committed to non-violent
protest, and a campaign of civil disobedience, protected themselves with helmets, body
padding and shields made of wood.
Police aggression increased as the tour progressed. In Molesworth Street in Wellington,
police charged marchers. This was the first police baton charge in New Zealand since the
early 1900’s. By the later stages of the tour, batonning of demonstraters and baton charges
were commonplace. Match venues were protected with barbed wire, and, in Auckland,
sand-filled jumbo bins blocked streets surrounding the playing fields.
Midway through the tour, PM Muldoon released to the media the ‘‘subversives list” ,
compiled by this country’s secret police, the SIS, and containing the names of known com
munists and ‘radicals’.
Protest did not manage to stop this tour, although at this point it seems highly unlikely
that another one could take place. Over a thousand demonstrators were arrested and are
now facing court hearings over the charges. Many were also injured and some are still suf
fering the physical effects of police or pro-tour supporters’ violence.
Tens of thousands of New Zealanders demonstrated twice weekly for the two months of
the tour, in all parts of the country. As the tour progressed, demonstrators were ready to
face a more and more intense level of confrontation. Many, many of them were women.□

Rebecca Evans — Auckland. Photo
Grahame Cox/Sunday News.

Donna Awatere at Hamilton.

N'aori Women lead protest march in Gisborne. Photo bv Gisborne Herald.
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Judith Aitken and Ros Noonan
What follows is an initial and very
impressionistic account of the par
ticipation of women in the anti-tour
movement in Wellington. Both of us
welcomed the Broadsheet request to
write about what happened in Well
ington.
We felt really enthusiastic to be
able to record the tremendous con
tribution that women had made,
turning out in their thousands con
tributing original ideas, organising
skills and energies, withstanding
police violence, supporting each
other, their children and families.
We also wanted to record the
reaction of men to women’s par
ticipation. We were interested to
see how much futher the radical
men had moved (if at all) since the
last major protests — against the
Vietnamese war.
Finally, we were interested to con
sider what the feminist movement
might learn from the organisational
strategies of the anti-tour move
ment.
In fact, when we sat down to do
all of those things, we found we had
far more questions than we would
begin to answer. We were still too
close to events, we were too tired
16
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and emotionally drained from
participating and we needed to talk to
a lot more women who had been
there with us, before we could hope
to arrive at any very sound analysis.
So this article is just a beginning
— the beginning of a discussion and
an analysis which we hope will be
taken up and extended and
developed by others. We intend to
come back to it again in January.
Women were everywhere, almost.

A teenage girl and a woman in her
sixties were among those batoned in
Molesworth Street the night the
police set out to pay protesters back
for the humiliation of Hamiltion.
Women were in the front line that
night — and on every other occasion
that Wellingtonians took to the
streets to protest against the
presence of the racist Springbok
rugby team in New' Zealand.
After Molesworth Street, there
were some amongst the organisers
who sought to keep women safely
cossetted in the middle and towards
the back of the demonstrations. It
w'as a reaction of deeply ingrained
sexism, a reponse to the claims of

deputy prime minister McIntyre that
“ the leaders of the protest move
ment are using women” . By making
these claims, McIntyre was hoping
to discredit the anti-apartheid move
ment. After Molesworth Street,
government and police represen
tatives talked about the women at
the demonstrations, especially those
in the front lines, as if they were
children, inferior to adult men, and
incapable of taking responsibility
for themselves. A local journalist
claimed that the anti-tour organisers
were aping the tacties of the 1960’s,
when the call often went up for “ all
chicks into the front rows” .
However men saw it, the women
were being used or manipulated. *It
didn’t seem to occur to them that we
were there because we chose to be.
Even before McIntyre’s statement
there had been a growing tension
between many of the women par
ticipating in demonstrations and the
march organisers. The tension dated
from the Springbok’s arrival in New
Zealand, and the beginning of the
civil disobedience campaign. Mar-

shalls were under instructions to en
sure that strong people lined the
front, sides and back of all marches.
Some of them interpreted strong as
male. So the ludicrous situation
would arise when a healthy, com
mitted and assertive woman might
be asked to swap places with a
slight, ailing or unwilling man.
McIntyre’s statements aggravated
this, There were those in the move
ment who feared a progaganda vic
tory for the government. And the
immediate reaction of some was to
insist even more firmly that no
children be allow ed in the
demonstrations, and that men front
the marches. This reaction, like
McIntyre’s, implied that women
were not participating as equals with
men and could not make their own
decisions over their physical safety.
Many women, however, left the
COST leadership in no doubt about
how they felt. So at a rally on the
Friday
even in g
fo llo w in g
Molesworth Street, chief marshall
Alick Shaw firmly rejected McIn
tyre’s view of the role of women in
the demonstrations. After then, the
word also went out that marshalls
were to stop heavying women to
move to the middle of the column.
As one demonstration followed
another, the message gradually got
through, but it took some time.
Women responded to the growing
police violence at demonstrations by
increasing determination, commit
ment and resistance.
In Wellington at least the police
certainly seemed to have a
preference for batoning women
wherever they had to choice. There
was a certain irony about their sup
port for McIntyre’s claims that
women were being ungallantly used
by anti-apartheid men.
It was very noticeable that with
the exception of those in the blue
and red squads, policewomen,
unlike their male colleages, were not
issued with hard hats. The skirts,
stocking and high heeled shoes they
wore were quite unsuitable for
violent dem onstrations. Their
presence in the garb seemed like
unspoken acknowledgement that
any violence was more likely to be
police to demonstrator than the
other way around.

Women confront the Police -

On

the

field

at

H a m ilto n .

Auckland game. Photo by M arti Friedlander.

Photo

by

Robin

M orriso n.
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The range of expression on the face of supporters as they watch
Police tackle a protester. Photo by Grahame Cox/Sunday News.

An absence of women visible
among the leadership, was another
source of discontent which surfaced
from time to time. It was first voic
ed at rallies, where women were
seldom official speakers. It was ap
parent again at COST plenary
meetings. No organised attempt
was made to increase the number of
women on either the COST commit
tee or the marshall’s committee. But
when two additional marshalls were
required just prior to the second
test, there was a real feeling amonst
some (though not all) of the women
present that that at least one of the
two new marshalls should be a
woman. However, a long-time
woman anti-apartheid activist spoke
of the importance of “ the best peo
ple, people we can absolutely trust
— men or women” . And the two
that the organisation wanted were
men. A lot ot women accepted that
argument and in the absence of any
concerted effort to get a woman
elected the two chosen men made it.
Their election highlighted an im
18
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portant fact — in Wellington at
least, the anti-tour leaders came
from three sources:(i) they had been directly involved
for a number of years in the anti
apartheid movement.
(ii) they were members of wellorganised radical groups that sup
ported and sustained them as
leaders in the organisation
(iii) in a few instances, they won
leadership roles essentially by feats
of ‘heroism’.
The concern of many women
about the insufficient representation
of women amongst the leadership
did not seem to arise from any fun
damental disagreement over tacties.
Rather, it was generated by the
often careless sexism of speakers at
the weekly plenary meetings and by
some deep unease borne of years of
personal experience.
It was parallelled by the growing
dissatisfaction of a significant group
of Maoris within the leadership. The
Maoris — all men except for one oc
casion — voiced their concerns open

ly, frequently and unequivocally.
Despite women’s absence from
the offical leadership, a high level of
woman energy, skills and organisa
tion went into initiating, leading and
sustaining many of the wide range
of activities against the tour.
School Children Against the
Tour, for instance, was the idea of a
third form girl. The young primary
and secondary school students who
marched from Bunny Street to the
office of the South African consul
in Molesworth Street to declare their
views on apartheid and the tour, in
cluded active young women who
were astonished to hear themselves
dismissed by the consul’s lackey as
subversive, communist agitators.
Later, when a group of school
students from Porirua went into
parliament to protest the govern
ment’s inept handling of the issue,
the woman school teacher who had
supported and assisted the protest
was severely castigated for en
couraging the young in an act of
unseemly disrespect.

Before: Clowns at the Auckland Game Protest shown on television
giving sweets to the Police. Photo by Grahame Cox/Sunday News.
After: A clown lies injured before being put in a neck brace and
taken away in an Ambulance. She was battoned by Police. Photo by
Grahame Cox/Sunday News.

Women from Eastbourne, a local
seaside suburb on the eastern side of
Wellington harbour, organised a
regular weekly demonstration at the
central railway station. They sang
about the situation of South African
blacks to the generally indifferent,
sometimes contemptuous com
muters pouring in from the Hutt
and the northwestern suburbs.
Women councillors on the Well
ington City Council initiated the
atempt to stop the second test by
closing streets around Athletic
Park.

There was a young woman who
had never done anything ‘political’
in her life but took a petition round
her neighborhood to get the street
closed and the second test stopped.
In all these activities, women
worked alongside and with men.
Despite the lack of women in of
ficial leadership, there was little
movement of women to womenonly activities. Lesbians did march
under their own banner but that was
about as far as it went. When Bar
bara Goodman asked whether Well
ington women would organise a
silent women’s march at the same

time as the Auckland one, the reac
tion here was very lukewarm. “ We
don’t need it. We’re right there in
the mainsteam — and we don’t have
any more energy to put into it.’’ The
idea did, however, appeal to a few
older women who did not feel at
ease in a civil disobedience cam
paign.
For two months, thousands of
women turned out for several hours
at least twice a week, prepared to
risk arrest, subordinating family
and work commitments to be there.
In a future issue we hope to ex
amine why. □
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Women’s place in the palaces of power

Only four women sit among the over 80 men on the floor of the New
Zealand House "of Representatives.^© things any different in the’
-t higher echelons of power?
SONJA DAVIS was the first woman to represent New Zealand at the In
ternational Labour Organisation's conference and she found New
Zealand's experience duplicated overseas, as she reports.
Like all international forums, the 1981 ILO 67th Con
ference had all the initial elements of confusion for
those attending for the first time.
As the first New Zealand woman trade union rep
resentative to be sent to Geneva as Workers Adviser to
FOL President Jim Knox. I had at least the experience
of the IWY 1975 Conference in Mexico to draw on. It
was at that forum that I was first introduced to the
principle of tripartism and this, of course, is the way in
which ILO conferences operate i.e. committees con
sisting of workers, employers and governments.
In the beginning, the size of the Palais de Nations
and the new ILO Building some distance away, is quite
overwhelming for the newcomer, as was the system
and had I not the advice, knowledge and experience of
Jim Knox to help me, I might have spent much longer
finding my bearings and gaining sufficient confidence
to participate effectively.
Mistakenly, I had gone to this conference expecting
that at least in the workers section there would be a
representative number of women. At the first meeting
of the workers group, the numbers of women was
disappointingly low and when various reports were be
ing given, the two women who were asked to speak,
were addressed as “ Brothers” by the male chairper
son. As Shirley (Vice President of the Canadian Labour
Congress) said, “ What sirr do we have to do to be
recognised as women, wear frilly dresses?”
In the opening plenary session of the Conference,
the ILO’s Governing Body expressed concern about
the continuing low level of participation of women at
ILO meetings. It advised that a present article in the
20
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rules, which provides that where questions specifical
ly affecting women are to be considered by the Con
ference, one at least of the advisers should be a
women was not adequate. This article, the Governing
Body now felt, should be amended to provide that
women are considered for and appointed to delega
tions at all times by the same standards as men,
whether to the Annuai ILO Conference, to regional ILO
Conferences of the ILO or to other national and inter
national meetings convened under the auspices of the
ILO and other intergovernmental organisations.
This proposal was adopted by the Conference, but it
is distressing that we still need such resolutions in
1981 and even more that by passing it, necessary
change cannot be guaranteed. There were just on
1,900 delegates at the Conference and of these, only
9% were women. A large number of delegations had
no women at all, a situation not just confined to 3rd
World Countries.
To learn more about women’s role at ILO, I visited
Madame Eketerina Korchounova, who heads the Of
fice for Women Workers Questions.
She was gloomy about the subject and told me that
when she first came to ILO in 1954 as an eager and en
thusiastic young woman, there were almost as many
women delegates at the Conference as now. A further
matter for concern was the fact that the number of
women in senior staff positions has dropped by 17%
in the last few years. I talked with her about a possible
affirmative action programme and we agreed that
while quotas were in some ways undesirable, there
now seem to be few alternatives.

Of the women who were at the Conference, the quality
of their contribution was impressive. So too, was the
impeccable manner in which the young woman Clerk
of the Conference organised its function. She is
responsible for the smooth running of the sessions,
for the conduct of the mammoth task of taking record
votes at Plenary Sessions (during which she is known
for her accuracy and skill) and for many other duties
which ensure the successful passage of conference
work.
At the 1981 session, the Conference adopted a Con
vention and Recommendation on Equal Opportunities
and Equal Treatment for Men and Women Workers
with Family Responsibilities. Speaking on this in the
plenary session, Miss L. ter Veld, Netherlands Workers
Adviser said —
“ In the course of our debate, it was said that in
struments like this Convention and this Recommenda
tion are only for the industrialised world. However, one
should realise that for all countries, irrespective of
their development, the economic activities of all their
workers are of paramount importance.
No country can afford to waste human energy,
human talent and human creativity, as now very often
is the case, because many women, and even men, can
not contribute fully to the economic and social evolu
tion of their society.
We must not go backwards; we cannot, and we must
not accept that the outstanding contributions of the
ILO to the promotion of equal treatment are brought to
a standstill.
I refer to vital Conventions, like the Equal
Remuneration Convention, 1951 (No. 100), the
Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Conven
tion, 1958 (No. 111), already adopted more than
20-even 30 years ago. In those days, these instruments
must have been considered as far-reaching. I refer to
the Employment (Women with Family Respon
sibilities) Recommendation, 1965 (No. 123).

But times are changing. The adoption by this Con
ference of this Convention and this Recommendation
will give way to further progress. It will show the
workers all over the world that our problems are being
recognised, that our needs.are really taken into ac
count. It will prove that the ILO, being one of the most
important international organisations, has not parked
the question of equality in a dead-end street waiting
apathetically for the times to come.”
It was hardly surprising that the employers’ delega
tions at the Conference, including our own, abstained
from voting for this Convention. They wanted, they
said, more flexibility on this question.
The position of staff women at ILO is mirrored in the
august offices of the United Nations. Part of the UN
Charter is dedicated to the abolition of sexual
discrimination around the world. Whatever it may be
doing about that, the UN itself has not played a very
good role in promoting women within its own
organisation.
Peter Webb and Patricia Seths of the United Nations
(Newsweek June 22nd 1981) in an article entitled “ No
Place for a Lady” presented the information that there
are no women in top level jobs at the UN Headquarters
in New York, only 3 have been appointed directors of
departments and less than 1.5% of the staff members
in decision making are women. They said that an
African Woman High Court Judge who applied for a
senior legal position was invited to submit her
qualifications in a letter that began Dear M r . . . In
sulted, she declined. How could a male judge come to
be addressed Dear Ms.?
One reason that the position is so poor is that many
of the 154 nations represented at the UN are maledominated societies and this would be the same for
the ILO.
Only 14% of the diplomats assigned to their
country’s UN Mission are women. Feminists say that
broadsheet. November, 1981
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unless the UN assumes the role of leader, there is no
guarantee that 35 years from now, the same
arguments will be raging. Much of the women’s
criticism is levelled at Secretary General Kurt
Waldheim, who they claim, has failed to end sex
discrimination. When women dressed in black
demonstrated outside his office to present a petition
pleading their cause, he accepted it politely but then
— according to one demonstrator, asked them to wear
pink next time because it is a more becoming colour
for ladies. As she put it, “ Obviously the whole object of
the exercise was lost on him” . Male employees have
another explanation, “ The Secretary General is a
cautious man, he rarely wants to create trouble or of
fend anyone or engage in political controversy that
could jeopardise his job or position.”
Female employees at the UN are very aware of this.
In 1971 an ad hoc group was formed but many women
are afraid to join it because they fear reprisals. Since
jobs are dependent in great part on the supervisor’s an
nual report, no woman is prepared to jeopardise her job
and possibly her visa status. Many of the women are
supporting families back home and are not prepared to
go out on a limb on the principle of discrimination, no
matter how blatant. New Zealanders Susan Kedgely
and Sue Markham, both UN employess, have been ac
tive in the promotion of women in a decision making
position, but admit it’s an uphill battle.
According to James Jonah, Asistant Secretary
General and in charge of personnel services, steps are
being taken to give women a better deal at the UN.
Some agencies like UNICEF are reported to be doing
better. Women in professional posts in that organisa
tion have increased by 70% in four years but it is the
exception. When Jim Knox heard about this situation
he was very concerned and said he would advise the
Executive Council of the World Federation of Free
Trade Unions at its meeting in Copenhagen follow 
ing the ILO Conference. He would ask therrTto express
their concern to the UN Secretary General.
Then again, we thought that having a woman at the
head of affairs would improve the position of women
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generally. If.we look at India for instance, Mrs Ghandi
has reigned for 12 years and often with great courage.
Her presence has not really enhanced women’s place
in government. When she first came to power in 1966
India’s Parliament had 35 women members, 7% of the
lower house. That figure slipped steadily in successive
elections until 1980 when it rose to 27 women or 5%.
In Britain, Mrs Thatcher on election in 1979 brought
with her seven fellow conservative women MPs. With
11 Labour women MPs they constitute barely 3% of
the House of Commons, the smallest number of
female MPs since 1951. On June 11th 1981, the House
of Commons debated the subject of Women’s Rights.
The Conservative Government was charged by the Op
position with having taken a series of major steps
backwards. Mrs. Gwyneth Dunwoody, MP for Crewe,
said “ The attitude of the Government may well be
summed up by guoting Alexander Dumas. He said ac
cording to the Bible, woman was the last thing God
made. It must have been a Saturday night, clearly he
was tired.” She further quoted the Secretary of State
for Social Services who had said on television “ Quite
frankly, I do not think mothers have the same right to
work as fathers. If the good Lord had intended us to
have equal rights to go out to work he would not have
created men and women. These are biological facts.”
Like many others with a bias against women in the
paid workforce, he obviously does not believe that
women work in the home.
The whole day long debate makes fascinating, if
depressing reading. We must be grateful that there
were Labour women MPs to take up the cause. The
Government Minister for Consumer Affairs, Mrs. Sally
Oppenheimer claimed that women have not regressed
under the present regime but the facts unfortunately
for her, do not support her opinion. The Prime Minister,
according to the official record, did not participate in
the debate.
I think that all this has reinforced my view that the
time for talking is long past and that effective a ffir
mative action is the only solution if women are ever to
be truly equal. □

EVENTS
NON-VIOLENT ACTION group,
W ellington. An introdu cto ry
weekend, including w orking
together in groups, facilitation,
personal skills building. Venue:
Raumati. Mixed. November 27-29.
Contact Wendy 862-631 or Rachel
857-351.
ZONTA CLUB OF AUCKLAND,
seminar on finance, “ You and
Your Money". Auckland Girls’
Grammar School. $15.00. Satur
day November 7. Write P.0. Box
5197.
YWCA, Wellington, “ Open Day” ,
Saturday December 5.
VICTORIA UNIVERSITY RECREA
TION PROGRAMME, “ Spring into
Summer” . Women-only classes in
weight-training and fitness. Also
mixed groups doing soap-making,
massage, shooting, tennis, yoga
and others. November 16 —
December 14. $10 for 8 one-hour
teaching sessions and use of the
Recreation Centre facilities. Ph.
Janet Coultard 738-566 ext. 72
FEMINIST TEACHERS, Auckland,
are having a party. 13A Millais
Street, Grey Lynn. November 13,
4.30pm.
WOMEN’ S HEALTH GROUP,
“ Bonding: Myth or Reality"
seminar, Auckland Technical In
stitute. Speakers: Dr W. Whittlestone, authority on lactational
physiology and Joan Donley,
domiciliary midwife on “ The
Politics of the Childbirth System” .
$5.00. Bring own lunch and some
to share. Babies welcome, but
older children and toddlers better
at home. Registration forms from
Sue 278-2682 or Linda TGN 5435.
Sunday, November 8, 9.30am —
3.30pm.
A NATIONAL WOMEN’S HEALTH
CONFERENCE will be held in
Auckland in 1982. From Friday
September 17 to Sunday 19. The
Friday to be an open session for
professionals as well as con
ference participants, but rest of
conference will be open to women
only. To be run according to
feminist principles. For informa
tion write to Heather McLeish, 7
Cliff Lane, Glenbrook Beach, R.D.
Waiuku.
WOMEN IN AGRICULTURE, a
weekend for women interested in
aspects of agriculture, 20-22
November. Venue: Lincoln Col
lege, possible cost: $50 to live in.
Suggestions for topics wanted.
For futher information write:
Women in Agriculture, ACWA, c/o
State Services C om m ission,
Private Bag, Wellington.

MEETINGS

CAMPAIGN AGAINST DEPO PROVERA leaflet, explains aims of
group and gives information about
the contraceptive injection. Write
12 Hayward Road, Papatoetoe,
Auckland. Send large selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
NZ WSA CONFERENCE PAPERS
1980 . $7.50. Write NZWSA PO
Box 5067, Auckland.
THE MASS MEDIA AND YOU,
leaflet produced by the NCW. In
formation on how to comment or
complain. 20 cents. Write NCW,
Box 12-117, Wellington.
A HAND FROM VACATION
WORKERS: Student Community
Service Programme pamphlet ex
plains how to apply to get a stu
dent worker over the Summer
vacation for your project. Pam
phlets are available from local
branches of the Labour Depart
ment.
DISABLED PEOPLE, a select list of
recent books. Chapters include,
The Disabled in the Community,
Education, Recreation and Direc
tory of Organizations. Write Broad
sheet for free copy enclosing 50c
postage.
WOMEN’S GALLERY ENVIRON
MENT EXHIBITION ON ACCESS
RADIO, Wellington, 783 Khz,
November 15,10.45am.
WOMEN AND ABORTION,a book
being compiled by Susan Bagby.
Wanted, first person narratives,
poems, or line drawings. Deadline
December 31, 1981. Write Susan
Bagby, 332-B Trescony, Santa
Cruz, California, USA, 95060

GROUPS
NON-VIOLENT ACTION group,
W ellington. Any established
groups who would like to arrange
training sessions, seminars, etc,
are welcome to approach the NVA
groups which exist in several parts
of the country. Information from
NVA, Box 11-569, Wellington.

SELF DEFENCE, Sue Lytollis,
weekend course, arranged by
YWCA Wellington. November 14
- 15. Ph. Elise 850-505.

CULTURE
WOMEN’S GALLERY, Wellington.
“ Women in the Environment" ex
hibition considers women in their
social, political and physical en
vironm ents. November 3 to
D e ce m b er
12.
W eekend
workshops and panel discussions,
November 7 - 8 . Carnival Day,
November 28. Also planned
herstorical walk around Well
ington, date to be finalised.
Creche available. For details
phone 723-257, Women’s Gallery,
26 Harris Street, Tuesday to
Saturday 12.00pm - 4.00pm.
Pa i FRANCE, painter. newworKs.
Denis Cohn Gallery, Auckland.
iNiuvumuci

\c —

iMuveiirutJi z o .

MARGE BARLEY, LOIS PERRY,
paintings, Outreach, Auckland.
November 2 — November 13.
SCREAM FROM SILENCE, Cana
dian film on sexual violence
against women available for hire
from Auckland YWCA, Ph
778-763.

MEDIA WOMEN, W e llington
Women’s Resources Centre, 6
Boulcott Street. November 14,
10.30am. All women welcome.
RAPE CRISIS CENTRE, Well
ington, 6 Boulcott Street, top floor.
Fortnightly Thursday meeting,
November 12 and 26, 5.30pm.
Ph. 898-288.
SROW, W e llin g to n , council
meeting. November 14 or 15. Con
tact Heather Simmonds to confirm,
787-122.
WISE, Wellington, guest speaker
Lorraine Murphy. November 7.
For time and venue phone Lyn Cattermole, 288-882.
GENERAL WOMEN IN NELSON
MEETING, Community House,
T ra fa lg a r S q u a re , N e lson.
November 9, Monday 8.00pm.
MEDIAWOMEN, Auckland, meet
first Tuesday of each month,
YWCA, Queen Street. Dinner and
guest speaker. $7. 5-30pm. For
information phone Angela Griffen
794-179 (W).
ALRANZ, in November will be con
centrating on marginal electorates, ■
where the abortion issue can be a
vital factor. Help in leafletting
wanted, particularly in Kapiti area.
Contact Linda Eastman, Well
ington, 729-157.
_ .
FEMINIST LIBRARIANS, National
Library tearooms, The Terrace,
Wellington. Novembers, 5.30pm.
Ph. Caroline Brooks, 722-101.
WWC, Wellington, at Crossways.
November 19, 7.30pm. Contact
Irene Brorens, 851-242.
L U N C H -T IM E
POLITICAL
MEETINGS, St. Andrew on the
Terrace, W ellington. Political
“ com m entators" w ill present
‘ issues, and MPs will be asked to
respond. Discussion to follow.
Chaired by Sharon Crosbie.
Wednesdays, November 4, 11.
12.30pm.
WEL, Wellington, at Crossways.
WEL is negotiating with a political
com m entator to present a
lighthearted “ election forecast” :
Wine and cheese. Contact WEL of
fice for further details, 739-321.
YWCA, Wellington, community
election meetings for women.
Daytime meetings, with creches,
in Miramar, Wellington Central
and Island Bay electorates. First
week in November. For details,
watch local newspaper or phone
YWCA, 850-505.
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PAY

DOES THE COMBINATION OF CHRISTMAS AND FEMINISM BRING YOU
OUT IN A RASH?
BROADSHEET MAY HAVE THE ANSWER FOR YOU
We have lots of ideologically pure goodies suitable for giving to friends, lovers, and family.
Also our shop at 1st floor, 43 Anzac Ave, Auckland, Mon-Fri, 9-3.

CHOICE NO 3_________
THE HERSTORY
DIARY

$6.95

Published by Mclndoe’s for the Tauranga
Women’s Centre the 1982 Herstory Diary is
a quality spiral-bound production featuring
a contemporary or herstorical New Zealand
woman for every week of the year. Masses
of photos — distinctive green and gold
cover — clean and attractive design.

CHOICE NO 1

CHOICE NO 2 _________ CHOICE NO 4_________

THE BROADSHEET
SUB

THE BROADSHEET
POSTER

$15

We send a copy of Broadsheet monthly for
the ten months we publish. Enclosed in the
first (December) issue will be a card saying
who the sub is from.

1982 MOON
$2.35 CALENDAR

Claudia Pond Eyley’s Broadsheet poster is
printed in black on heavy matt cream paper.
Superb quality — looks like a genuine pen
cil drawing.

$5

Gretchen Lawlor’s Moon Calendar has
become a must for women interested in
how the moon affects the months of the
year. Beautifully illustrated this year by
Wicki Perry who has drawn a flower of the
month for each page of the Calendar.
1

ORDER FORM
Mail with your cheque or money order to:
Broadsheet, P.O. Box 5799, Auckland, New
Zealand.

Broadsheet Books (list titles)

Or visit the shop at 1st floor, 43 Anzac Ave,
Auckland, Mon.-Fri. 9-4.
Please send me: (tick boxes)
Broadsheet Gift subs @ $15.00 t o : _

□
Feminist posters (list titles)_______

__Broadsheet Posters @ $2.35 each

□

__Herstory Diary 1982 @ $6.95____

__Postcards (list titles)__________

1982 Moon Calendar @ $5.00___
__Herstory Calendar 1982 @ $8.95__
„ Broadsheet Buttons @ $1.00 each
(list titles)______ _____ ______

__Packs of Broadsheet cards____

□
□

I enclose a cheque/money order for:
My Name:_____________________
Address:_________;_____________

*

CHOICE NO 5_________
NEW W O M A N ’S
CALENDAR 1982

WOMEN ARTISTS OF THE ARTS
AND CRAFTS MOVEMENT $ 1 5 .2 0

$8.95

Anthea Callen
Paperback edition of this scrupulously
researched and profusely illustrated in
vestigation of the contribution of women to
the craft revolution led by William Morris.

Your favourite historical photographs of New
Zealand women plus some new one — all
reproduced in a large format. One for each
month. Good quality reproduction.
New Women’s Press

CHOICE NO 6_________
THE BUTTONS

$1 each

A real cheapie gift for the slim of pocket.
Choose from: “ Q u e stio n A u th o rity ” —
black on cream. “ Keep y o u r la w s o ff m y
b o d y ” — white on green. “ Every m o th e r is a
w o rkin g m o th e r” — white on red. “ S u p p o rt
le s b ia n m o th e rs ” — black and pink on
white. “ U p p ity w om en u n ite ” — red on
white. “ W om e n ’s s y m b o l” — black on
white. “ W om en w ho seek to be lik e m en
la c k a m b itio n ” — magenta on white. “ We
d o n ’t w a n t m o re o f the cake we w a n t the
w ho le d am n b a k e ry !” — black on yellow.
“ F irs t you s in k in to h is a rm s...th e n you end
up w ith y o u r arm s in h is s in k ” — black on
pink. ________

THE DINNER PARTY
NEEDLEWORK

$ 2 3 .9 5

Judy Chicago
Companion volume to the above records
the runners on which the plates stood, and
discusses the needlework techniques ap
propriate to the period in which each
featured woman lived.
Also (both volumes available as a boxed
set)

THE DINNER PARTY

$ 4 3 .4 0

WOMEN IN HISTORY

$ 2 8 .9 5

BA

YE

ZWA

—

THE

LIVE

PEOPLE

$ 9 .3 4

Judy Seidman is an artist who has recorded
daily life under apartheid. This large format
paperback contains her drawings with text
taken from statements from black South
Africans about their lives, newspaper cut
tings, poetry etc.

Susan Raven and Alison Weir
Large form at, hardback book gives
biographies of notable women through 35
centuries — black and white photos.

P O R T R A I T OF

FRANCES HODGKINS

$ 1 9 .5 0

E. H. McCormick
New Zealand’s foremost painter gets the indepth coverage in this authoritative and
beautiful hardback book — black and white
and coloured photos and reproductions of
her paintings.

THE BROADSHEET BOOKS
A selection from an extensive range of
books from New Zealand and overseas.
Visit us at the shop, 1st floor, 43 Anzac Ave,
Auckland to see the full range.

THE DINNER PARTY

GETTING

CLEAR

—

BODY WORK FOR WOMEN $ 1 2 .5 0
Anne Kent Rush
This popular large format paperback is
a valuable handbook for all women who
want to be more in touch with their bodies,
their energy and their sexuality. Contains
exercises, personal testimony, diagrams,
photos and drawings.

$ 1 9 .4 5
THE BASIC BACK BOOK

Judy Chicago
Large format, full colour paperback records
the ceramic plates in The Dinner Party pro
ject, and gives biographical details of the
women represented by the plates.

$ 1 4 .4 0

Anne Kent Rush
A large handbook of discussion and
remedies for those suffering from back pro
blems.

WOMEN OF THE NORTH

$ 1 9 .9 5

O

Jane Wordsworth
Beautifully presented, large format hard
back, contains many biographies of
herstorical women from “ up north” . Many
photos, good resource material.

LESBIAN POETRY

$ 1 5 .2 0

ed. Elly Bulkin and Joan Larkin
A marvellous collection just arrived from
Persephone. Press. Contains work by
Adrienne Rich, Audre Lorde, Joan Larkin,
Judy Grahn, Susan Griffin, Honor Moore,
Olga Broumas, and dozens of others. 296
pages.

A WOMAN IS TALKING

TO DEATH

$ 4 .2 5

Judy Grahn
This lesbian poet’s acclaimed poem in a
beautifully presented edition illustrated by
Karen Sjoholm.

ISHE W H O I

SHE WHO

$ 8 .4 5

Dale McCormick
Ihvaluable, clearly written and illustratec
book, spiral bound'.

Diane di Prima

LOBA

$7 .1 0

Diane di Prima
This collection of poems has had rave
reviews in the US feminist press. They call
up ancient memories from a primitive
matriarchal past. Adrienne Rich says: “ The
Loba poems are an epic act of language a
g re at g eo g ra p h y of the fe m a le
imagination.”

LADY OF THE BEASTS

$ 8 .9 5

Robin Morgan
By the author of M o n s te r and G o in g Too F ar
— “ about the varieties of woman’s ancient
and now re-emerging power, as daughter,
wife, mother, lover, priestess, artist and
self-defined being.. . ”

$ 9 .9 5

ed. Carol Cosman, Joan Keefe, Kathleen
Weaver
Spans 3,500 years and forty literary tradi
tions. Four hundred poets, many translated
from other languages.

Judy Grahn
Grahn calls this a “ graphic book of poems”
and it is a superb collection of poems
illustrated with 54 images of women from
different artists.

OUT LOUD

$ 1 1 .6 5

PORK ROASTS

$ 4 .0 0

ed. Avis Lang Rosenberg
250 feminist cartoons compiled for a Cana
dian exhibition and presented in comic
book form.

w oman and

Na t u r e

$ 8 .9 5

Susan Griffin
A remarkable, poetic book, which looks at
woman’s connection with the natural world
and the similarity between man’s treatment
of nature and of woman.

THE COMING OUT STORIES $ 1 0 .4 0
ed. Julia Penelope Stanley and Susan J
Wolfe
This popular book from Persephone Press
records 41 women’s personal coming out as
a lesbian stories.

FOREWORD:
ADRIENNE RICH

f

com ing
stones

Women’s Songbook Project
Contains music and words to 50 songs for
revolutionary women. Includes songs for
gay women and Indian protest songs. Qual
ity paper and photographs.

VICTORIA’S DAUGHTERS

$9.95

LOBA

THE PENGUIN BOOK OF
WOMEN POETS

hlliD V G R A H n J

AGAINST THE GRAIN —
A CARPENTRY MANUAL
FOR WOMEN

■

■ ■

'■ • 4 *
■ ■
^

EDITORS:
JUUA PENELOPE
a n d SUSAN 1W<

$ 1 9 .9 5

Eve Ebbett
Large hard back book, with many illustra
tions and photos, looks at New Zealand
women during the 1930s —- rich and poor,
Maori and Pakeha. Subject headings
include: health, family planning and abor
tion, sport, art, and entertainment, women
at home and work. Uses women’s testimony
and contemporary sources.

THE GREASY THUMB
AUTO-MECHANICS MANUAL
FOR WOMEN
$ 9 .9 5
Barb Zolot
How cars work — lots of diagrams, hardy
spiral bound volume.

AMAZON EXPEDITION

$ 4 .2 5

a lesbian feminist anthology
A classic collection containing writing from
Florence Rush, Ti-Grace Atkinson, Joanna
Russ, Jill Johnston, Bertha Harris and
others.

THE LESBIAN BODY

$ 7 .7 5

Monique Wittig
An erotic celebration of lesbian love. Wittig
transforms language to eliminate ail male
forms.

WOMAN’S WORK

$ 6 .9 5

Karen O’Brien
O’Brien interviewed eighteen women in
male-dominated occupations in New
Zealand. Photos of the women — great for
teenagers.

OUR MOTHERS’ DAUGHTERS$5.50

HAPPY FAMILIES

Judith Arcana
This acclaimed book takes a close look at
the much vexed mother/daughter relation
ship. Insightful but very easy to read.

Allan Ahlberg
New titles in this popular children’s series
have just arrived: “ Miss Brick the Builder’s
Baby” , “ Mr Tick the Teacher” , “ Mr and Mrs
Hay the Horse” and ‘‘Mrs Lather’s
Laundry” .

NO TURNING BACK

$ 2 .9 5 e a c h

CHOICE NO 8
$ 2 .5 0 , $ 1 .5 0 , $ 2 .5 0

A feminist poster — these are just a few of
the very large selection we have at the
Broadsheet shop. Most are from See Red in
the UK, but others come from the US and
Australia. Send a stamped, self-addressed
envelope for a xerox of the full range of See
Red posters.

$ 1 7 .5 0

ed. Feminist Anthology Collective.
This recently published British collection
contains writing from The Women’s Libera
tion Movement 1975-80. Headings are:
women and the state; sex and class; work;
minds and bodies; male violence; and
culture.

TESTAMENT OF YOUTH

$ 7 .9 5

Vera Brittain
Brittain’s autobiographical account of com
ing to womanhood through the tragic and
traumatic years of the First World War.

FROM THE CENTER

GRANDMA’S TEETH

$ 6 .9 5

$ 1 0 .4 0

Feminist Essays on Women’s Art
Lucy Lippard
A stimulating profusely illustrated collec
tion of essays on women’s art. An essential
work for anyone interested in this area.

Dinah Bradley and Sally Hollis-McLeod
Now available in paperback, this fine
beautifully illustrated New Zealand con
tribution to non-sexist children’s literature.

THE HOUSE THAT GREW

$ 5 .9 5

Jean Strathdee
A non-sexist New Zealand children’s book
with a really NZ flavour, solo mother theme
and attractive full-colour illustrations.

TO ACCOMPANY YOUR GIFT
THE BROADSHEET CARDS
$ 4 .0 0
In packs of ten with envelopes, two designs
available, by Broadsheet artist Robyn
Conway. Both are printed on heavy matt
cream card and have no message on the in
side — you make up your own.

LIVING IN THE MANIOTOTO

$ 9 .9 5

THE BROADSHEET POSTCARDS

Janet Frame
Janet Fram e’s latest work — en
thusiastically reviewed in the October issue
of Broadsheet.

HOW WE SERIES
WOMEN IN-NEW ZEALAND
SOCIETY

$ 9 .9 5

ed. Phillida Bunkle and Beryl Hughes
A recently released collection of essays on
New Zealand women in history and at the
present.

$ 6 .7 5

Anita Harper and Christine Roche
Hardback, non-sexist children’s books from
a UK team. Funny illustrations and acute
perceptions about racism, sexism and
class oppression, presented in simple form.
Four titles: “ How We Work” , “ How We
Play” , “ How We Feel” and “ How We Live” .

From See Red, The Women’s Press and
Onlywomen Press in the UK, and The
Women's Gaiiery in New Zealand come an
exciting range of postcards.
A selection of the captions:
“ W om e n ’s W ork is N ever D o n e ” (same as
poster above)
50 cents
“ C a p ita lis m a ls o depends on d o m e stic
50 cents
la b o u r”
“ W om en re c la im the n ig h t”
50 cents
35 cents
“ I t ’s a le s b ia n ”
35 cents
“ I ’ve ju s t h ad a b a b y . . . T o u g h ”
“ W h a t’s an o rga sm M u m . . . I d o n ’t kno w
love, ask y o u r fa th e r”
35 cents

BRUTUS \ \ /

Illustrations: Robyn Conway

by Emily Holmes Coleman
THEY were standing in a line, each one with two
nurses holding her and wrapping her tight in strips
of cloth. One nurse held the figure still and the other
sewed with large swoops, Marthe was happy because
it was the first time for her. Pauline had no teeth and
prattled in staccato German syllables.
1didn t know we were sewed for this. It keeps you
quieter said the nurse. It was Miss Sheehan. You
ought to know better than to act the way you do
when you ve had a college education she said to
Marthe. You ought to behave better than the rest.
The door opened and it was her turn. She march
ed stiffly out, keeping close to the nurse. There was
an orchestra of laughter and strident sounds and
down the stairs at the left came a quartette of gallop
ing nurses holding to the wrists of someone in their
midst who struggled and tried to bit their hands.
Marthe could not see the person in the midst for her
long flying hair. W hat is that? she said recoiling.
That s Mrs Bodwell coming down again. Every time
she gets let upstairs she raises hell and has to come
back down.
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They went through beyond the stairs and there
were the tubs. O ne was empty and there were two
taces in the others. O ne faced was red and sang
frightfully, the other was quiet and leaned to one side.
Soft hair and an ugly smile on the pimpled face. Who
are they? That's Mrs Higgins and thats Miss
Weinschenck the schoolteacher. She turned away
from them.
Here is Mrs Gail said Miss Sheehan to the gawky
young nurse who was on duty at the tubs. I can t
shake hands said Marthe. They lifted her into the tub.
It was very long and she lay in a sling. A canvas sheet
was drawn over the top only her head coming out.
They put a small pillow behind her head. Very slowly
the water came in, tepid and smooth. It grew warm
deliciously. She glided her body about in the tub.
She hung in space and tasted the green voluptuous
ness of living water.
The water kept coming in. It came from behind
her and came around her and filled her body with
warmth and listlessness. She was absolutely without

strain, hung delicately in the water w ithout effort or
will. She was hung from the pivot of a golden sun
and sw ung swinging in the pouring of its fluid
N o w the tight cloth about her bociy becam e hot
and irritating and she no longer felt the softness of
the water. She twisted her body anci turned her arms
pinioned behind her, and rolled her b ody about. It
was heavy and clogged the running of the stream.
It was heat, languorous and clinging, and it pricked
the pores of her skin. She twisted and fum bled with
her fingers.
It was off, the spiral casket. She had reached with
a finger, and torn the threads, torn them d o w n the
w hole length of her body, in and out, and around
and round, until the entire strip was u n w o u n d from
her and kicked to oblivion below her feet.
N o w it was essence of molten quicksilver and
poured around her limbs and into her veins and swam
about her lungs and w ent out at her feet. She tu rn 
ed her head to one side and the water melted into
her eyes. The water was gurgling in behind her, con
stantly renewed, and out below at the bottom of the
tub. Her arms long slender stems of pond lilies, and
the w ater cress of her breast floated and sank in the
depth of the stream.
It s heavenly with
thing? said tjey^nurse
behind her draTning a
W h a t do you mean?
of it said M arthe.

that thing off she said. W hat
w h o was sitting in a low chair
stocking. The spiral wrapping.
W hat have you done? I m out

You couldn t do it, how could you do it? M arthe
fished below her feet with her hands and brought
up the heavy wet cotton casing. She pushed a cor
ner of it through the hole where her neck was. There
she said, there it is.
The nurse was y o ung and nervous. Put it back she
said, or I'll catch it from the doctors. I don t see how
you got o u t 'o f it. H ow long can 1 stay here? said
M arthe. You have got to stay until four o'clock. That
will m ake six hours.

W ho is that Miss Weinschenck, she looks so
peaceful, why does she have to have these baths? If
you think she s peaceful you ought to see her when
she s out said the nurse. She'll kill you when you're
not looking. The face in the next tub opened soft
eyes and smiled like a crushed snake. Shes
treacherous said the nurse, you want to look out for
her. The head nodded and scarlet pimples stood out
on its forehead. Then it turned away again and the
eyes closed. She likes the baths said the nurse.
The woman in the farther tub, who had been sleep
ing for a short interval, awoke and began to sing
again. Her voice was like metal instruments jarring
together and there was a tearing apart of the edges.
She sang from her broken teeth and her withered
throat pulled out from the hole in the cloth and went
up into her chin. She sang American jazz songs, and
her head struck the rhythm for her voice.
If you don t let up on that said the nurse, I'll
give you the towel. Shut up you goddamned fool
said Mrs Higgins. She sang loudly and that which
had made her screaming songs a melody was jerked
aside by the ugliness of her intent. The nurse took
a wet towel and pushed it into her mouth quietly,
until there was no noise. The head of Mrs Higgins
bounced about on the sheet and there were rich cur
sings from her silent mouth. There was imprecation
in her livid cheeks and her forehead burned oaths
into the warm and quiet room.
Can t anybody sing? said Marthe, does it bother
the doctors if we sing? I don t care if you sing said
the nurse, but I ain t going to have any such com
motion as that in here. The head in the other tub
opened and looked at Marthe. Sing she said.
She knows I am God. She may be treacherous but
she knows. Marthe relaxed her legs and arms and
became a night blooming Cereus on the wrinkled
stream. She had a small and tightly folded centre,
yellow and full of gold and poppy-dreamings, and
now she would open and pour out its fullness.
broadsheet, November, 1981
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It came out staggering and climbed awkwardly up
to the cruel height beyond it. They came holding
sideways their golden bowls and climbed and climbed
and found relief in sinking. They came each in their
turn, stronger and more intent to stay. It was now
a crying light and a chariot race to the far mirages
in the sea, and up and up into the depths of the creamincensed sarcophagus they whipped their fleeting
runners.
It was a song, a perfect song, a note of clean and
fixed control. It came to her in that moment, and in
the drunkenness of sound she was in a trance of silver
goblets and all her body became that song. She lay
and was the instrument, and poured forth from her
still throat a single needle-pointing cenotaph.
The face across the way opened again closed eyes.
Sing again she said and looked with terrible intent
upon Marthe. You can sing said the nurse, I don t
mind that.
I ve had such a dreadful cold said Marthe, and I
have had a hoarse voice for weeks. It just came back
like that right now. It s good said the nurse, sing some
more.

lm drowning she shouted.With fumbling fingers Miss
Ryerson tore away the sheet and there she was prop
ped on her naked wrists her whole head above the
water her slim feet shooting about like the tail of a
sunfish.
Come on, get out said the nurse, sighing deeply.
You had the life scared out of me. Marthe stepped
out on to the slippery tiles of the floor. Here get in
to this said the nurse and brought a warm bathrobe
from the radiator. Get out into the next room. Marthe
stood on the bathrobe and dried herself leniently with
the towels.
You re an awful one said the nurse, I don t believe
you were drowning at all. I don t know what on earth
Dr Brainered will say to this, its the first time its
ever happened.
I had to let her out Miss Ryerson was explaining.
She got out of the wrapping God knows how and
got down under the water. Dr Brainerd said, Don t
you like the tub? You said you were crazy for it. She
went in to see the other two women.

They had their lunch. Miss Ryerson sat on the side
of the tub and fed them from a tray. You re a stink
ing fool said Mrs Higgins as soon as the towel was
taken from her mouth. She tried to bite the nurse's
hand.

Dr Brainerd said Marthe, isn t there anything in
this place that you can stop doing when you ve had
enough of it? Take care child, get into that bathrobe,
you 11 get pneumonia. Dr Brainerd said Marthe
earnestly, just because I ve got a toxic exhaustive
psychosis is that any reason why I have to be treated
like a dog?

What time is it now? Its half past one said Miss
Ryerson. The water was not so warm and she could
not go to sleep. It had become tepid and stale. It slunk
in murky hollows and she lay in a bed of soppy moss.
I want to get out she said. You can t get out till four
o'clock.

Who told you you had a toxic exhaustive
psychosis? said Dr Brainerd. You think I have anyway
said Marthe, and some day you 11 be rather astonished
when you find out what its all bout. I don t think
I'll lend your husband any more books said Dr
Brainerd.

Marthe felt round the edges of the tub for the
fastenings. Each one of them was securely fixed. She
ducked her head down from the hole and left a dark
space where her head had been.

Do you want to see him? she said. You really want
to see him? How can you ask me that cried Marthe
feverishly from the bathrobe, when you will never
let me see him?

M y God alive cried the nurse leaping to her feet.
Come right up out of there do you hear me, come
out of there this minute.

Tomorrow he will be allowed to come. Now get
back into your bed. I'll send a nurse in to take you
back said the doctor. Well you didn t catch anything
for that did you Ryerson? Maybe not said the nurse,
but the next time you try anything like that it won t
be so funny for you. Why what do you care if we
drown? I don t said Ryerson, it s just that I d lose my
job. □

From down under the sheet where her feet had
been came fumbling Marthe's voice, muffled trium
phant. I don't want to come out, its too cold up there.
Miss Ryerson thrust her hand down through the
hole into the water. Take my hand do you hear she
shouted down the hole. Take my hand, I'll help you
out. Thank you said Marthe from the bottom of the
tub, I like it better down here.
The nurse began frantically to untie the fastenings
of the sheet. Marthe snorted in the water. Help help
28
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The Spiral Casket is extracted from The Shutter o f Snow by Emilv
' Holmes Coleman, published by Virago I 1. This book is available.from
■ Broadsheet tor SiT°5 plus 50 cents postage and packing.
This book is Holmes Coleman's only book and is based on her own
experiences in a mental institution in the I°30s where she spent some'
months alter the birth of her baby.

How do we struggle on behalf of the victims of the worst forms of
abuse of power, whether it is unjust imprisonment, repressive abortion
laws or a battered woman? Are we helpless in the face of
institutionalised oppression; oppression which is often legitimised by the
state and the courts? jenny rankine investigated the New Zealand links in two
organisations committed to fighting on behalf of the powerless.
In the last six years, many international feminist gather
ings have reaffirmed the similarity of women's oppression,
while concentrating on how to fight its different
manifestations.
They have also reaffirmed feminism as a world view,
with a perspective on economic development and social
change basic to any liberation struggle.
Some international human rights organisations have
been successfully co-ordinating protests for decades, and
provide a source of tactics and^ human rights groundwork
for recently formed international feminist groups. One
of these is Amnesty International.
Amnesty International's success is due in part to its con
centration on a narrow range of human rights violations.
It focusses on prisoners — seeking the release of prisoners
of conscience, fair and early trials for all prisoners, and
opposing death penalties, torture and "other cruel, in
human or degrading treatment" for all prisoners. (It does
not concern itself with maladministration of ordinary
criminal law, such as that faced by the 1981 Waitangi pro
test», i** charged with 'rioting' by a racist legal system.)
Amnesty started in 1961 with an appeal launched by
British lawyer Peter Benenson. He wanted to organise
practical help for people imprisoned for their political and
religious beliefs, or because of racial or linguistic prejudice,
and he planned on a year-long campaign. But within two
months, representatives from five countries had started
an international organisation.
Amnesty now has a research staff of 150 at its Interna
tional Secretariat in London, and its 1980/81 budget was
about two million pounds sterling. Its greatest strength
is its membership — more than 200,000 in over 100 coun

tries. The largest proportion of these are in Western
Europe, America and Australasia. In New Zealand, Ai has
about 1200 members.
Amnesty's increasing membership is built on a strong
reputation for impartiality. Its basic organisational unit is
the adoption group, of which there are 2000 worldwide.
Each adoption group is given three prisoners of conscience
to work for. One comes from the West, one from the
communist bloc and one from a third world country. As
as additional safeguard no group adopts a prisoner from
their own country. This contact between an individual
prisoner and people thousands of miles away working for
her freedom is the cornerstone of Amnesty's phenomenal
growth.
Amnesty's definition of "prisoners of conscience" has
been controversial for members and outsiders since the
organisation began. They are "men and women imprison
ed anywhere for their beliefs, colour, sex, ethnic origin,
language or religion, provided they have neither used nor
advocated violence." An on-going controversy is the ex
clusion of lesbians and male homosexuals from prisoner
of conscience status.
In 1979, at the 12th International Council of AI, it was
accepted that people imprisoned for advocating equal
rights for lesbians and homosexual men be regarded as
prisoners of conscience. And rn cases where homosexuali
ty Was an excuse to imprison a person for their political
beliefs, AI could adopt them. The European and United
States sections of Amnesty want homosexuals included
as prisoners of conscience, but opposed groups include
England, Australia and New Zealand.
Michael McGill, Amnesty co-ordinator for Auckland,
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explained the'difficulties behind such decisions. "There
are people in countries where the social attitudes are such
that they'd drop out of AI altogether if it started campaign
ing for the rights of homosexuals," he said. "AI can't move
too far ahead of the attitudes of too many members of
the organisation and remain viable."
Another controversy concerns prisoners who have ad
vocated or used violence. Amnesty's policy means that
it does not adopt imprisoned guerilla activists in countries
like South Africa where the government will not allow
peaceful reforms. Adoption groups may protest the tor
ture or long imprisonment of guerillas and other prisoners
in campaigns directed at one country.
The AI Secretariat brings the activities of such repressive
regimes to international notice. It sends inspection teams
to countries suspected of widespread imprisonment and
torture, and uses its observer status at the United Nations
to speak out against governments whose main technique
for dealing with dissidents is to kill them. Amnesty's prin
ciple of a fair trial within a reasonable time, and its cam
paigns against torture and the death penalty work for all
prisoners, violent or non-violent.
The majority of Amnesty's political prisoners are men,
but thousands of women have been imprisoned round the
world for their beliefs, or because family members are
politically active and sought by police. In traditional
societies, women arc often arrested as part of a whole fami
ly which is jailed because of one member's activity. In
societies where women can be independently politically
active, they are imprisoned and tortured as individuals.
Amnesty has not skirted the way women are especially
vulnerable to sexual brutality and torture, and to separa
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Yvonne W anrow, a n a tive A m e rica n woman, was fin a l
ly treed in m id -1 979 a fte r six years o f struggle against her
25-year sentence fo r k illin g a k n o w n c h ild rapist w h o
ente re d her babysitter's apartm ent. In 1975 she had been
fo u n d g u ilty o f murder, b u t this c o n victio n was o v e rtu rn 
e d in 1977 in w h a t was seen as a landm ark ruling. The
co u rt stated that: "in o u r society w om en suffer fro m a con
spicuous access to tra in in g a n d to means o f d e ve loping
those skills necessary to e ffe c tiv e ly re p e l a male assailant
w ith o u t re sorting to the use o f a weapon. " A m is tria l was
declared, b u t W a n ro w was then recharged on the same
charges. Finally, a fte r m uch struggle a n d in te rn a tio n a l p ro 
test, W anrow received a five-year suspended sentence, one
y e a r to be served in her C o lv ille Indian co m m u n ity , the
result o f the plea o t g u ilty on lesser charges o f second
degree assault a n d manslaughter.

tion from and violence to their children. More and more
women are being arrested under repressive regimes for
feminist organising and activities.
In New Zealand, AI has about 18 adoption groups.
There are no New Zealand prisoners of conscience
recognised by Amnesty, but in the last few years, local
adoption groups have been active on behalf of several
New Zealanders.
If a prisoner of conscience was arrested in New Zealand,
AINZ would contact the government. If there was no
change, the AI Secretariat in London would be notified.
They might then adopt the person and allocate them to
an overseas adoption group.
Amnesty's protesting methods include individual and
group letters, petitions, media publicity, public meetings
and school programmes. Amnesty's letter-writing techni
que is highly developed. Although the letter is the
member's own creation, sample letters and suggestions are
included in every prisoner's fact file. Amnesty stresses the
need for courtesy, asking a definite answerable question,
the absence of any obvious political tone, and the
assumption that the government is open to persuasion.
Courtesy is necessary so that the campaign does not re
bound against the prisoner.
Amnesty's patient letter writers are effective. About half
of the adopted prisoners are freed or experience a mark
ed improvement in their situation soon after they are
adopted. The three "prisoners of the month" featured in
the monthly AI newsletter elicit more than 20,000 pro
test letters. Since 1965, these massive campaigns have been
used on behalf of more than 360 people. Of these at least
I 78 haved been helped or released. But because of the
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possibility of other factors, Amnesty's policy is not to
claim to have caused the release of its adopted prisoners.
Amnesty in the seventies looked at wider international
reforms needed to end the practice of imprisoning or
otherwise punishing prisoners of conscience. In 1973 it
launched a Campaign for the Abolition of Torture, leading
to t-he UN adoption of a declaration against torture in
1975. It also has an on-going campaign for an end to the
death penalty.
A statement from the Al handbook summarises the
limits, frustrations and positive reasons for working in
Amnesty: “Amnesty International was not founded to
work for general economic, social and political justice in
the various countries of the world, but fo bring relief to
individual victims of injustice."
The International Feminist Network, in contrast, was
set up to work for radical changes in the distribution of
political power. So although their methods are similar, the
long term goals of the two organisations are quite dif
ferent. Amnesty's dependence on fair trial and due pro
cess of law perforce ignores the sexism and racism inherent
in all judiciary systems. This means, for example, that
women who successfully defend themselves against rape
can get long and unjust sentences for manslaughter or
assault. It also means that a disproportionate number of
prisoners in New Zealand and Australia, for example, are
Maori, Polynesian or Aborigine.
Amnesty's success is due in part to its concentration on
violations of prisoners' human rights. Women can be im
prisoned, beaten or subjected to "cruel and degrading
treatment" in their own homes, in maternity wards, and
in mental institutions.

Funding is much more of a struggle for radical groups
than for liberal ones like Amnesty, which in New Zealand
can count politicians from both major parties as patrons.
Amnesty is much more likely to fit the gift criteria of
philanthropic organisations, and therefore can afford to
crosscheck its information and provide good background
material.
International Feminist Network cases sometimes overlap
with those of Amnesty, but there are no set criteria for
its feminist protest actions. In its first three years, the Net
work has focussed international attention on a wide varie
ty of radical issues: national campaigns against restrictive
abortion and contraception laws, women who have
defended themselves against battering and rape, working
women's struggles, women who have been punished by
their legal system for having abortions, rape victims, vic
tims of sterilisation abuse, women who have been
persecuted for political organising, women protesting sex
ist media treatment, and women political prisoners.
In its first newsheets for 1981, the IFN asked women
to protest six actions. These included the passing of a new
government bill against abortion in Holland in December
1980; the raid and closure ofthe Los Naranjos Family Plan
ning Clinic in Seville, Spain; the arrest of Natalya
Maltseva, who worked on the underground, feminist
publication The Almanac: Woman and Russia, in
December; and the harassment of women hostellers at the
Institute Nossa Senhora Da Piedade in Panjim, Goa, by
an Archbishop who wants the land for commercial
development.
International pressure organised by the IFN has helped
many feminist struggles in the past. One Russian woman
broadsheet, November, 1981
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who worked on The Almanac with Natalya believes she
and others escaped arrest tor many months because of the
protests from European feminists. Noreen Winchester, an
Irish woman jailed for seven years for killing her father
(who had been raping her since she was 13), was released
when the IFN gave international publicity to the injustices
of her trial. In Portugal, a woman journalist was acquit
ted of accusations of moral offenses and encouraging crime
due to international publicity and pressure through let
ters and telegrams. Her crime had been the production
of a film talking about abortion, shown on television in
I°7o..
The IFN was formed in 1976 as a result of the Interna
tional Tribunal on Crimes against Women in Brussels that
year. More than 100.0 women from all over the world
testified to the physical violence they experience as
women and the widespread denial of their rights to con
trol over their lives.
The money to set up and run the IFN came from the
royalties of the book Crimes Against Women, donated
by Diana Russell and Nicole Van de Ven, its compilers
and editors. The book includes testimonies presented at
the Tribunal, with the story of how it came to happen
and the resolutions it passed. So not only the idea for the
IFN, but the money to make it possible came from the
Tribunal.
The Women's International Information and Com
munication Service — ISIS — was asked to co-ordiante
the IFN. ISIS began at the first International Feminist Con
gress in Frankfurt, West Germany, in I°74. It reproduces
feminist articles from around the world in regular issueoriented bulletins, and puts feminists in touch with
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developments and contacts in the women's liberation
movement in other countries. It has offices in Rome and
Geneva, and its two full-time workers double as IFN co
ordinators. ISIS acts as a collection and distribution cen
tre for the IFN, sending appeals for support to national
contact women for dissemination in their countries.
In 1980, there were national contact women in about
30 countries. The IFN is most well-established in Europe,
Australia and New Zealand. (The USA has no national
network.) Some countries have networks that number in
the hundreds. Others may only have four small groups that
act on the appeals. In some countries, organisations like
the International Feminists of Japan have volunteered as
a contact point. In many countries, the Network depends
on one woman's resources, judgement and commitment.
The New Zealand contact for the IFN is Aucklander
Dora-May Sutcliffe, who volunteered for the job in 1978.
She is a teacher, and has worked or is active in National
Organisation for Women, Auckland, the Labour Party,
HART and Waitakere Feminists.
Dora-May posts out about four mail-outs of IFN appeals
each year, to about 80 women's groups and individuals.
She receives IFN newsheets irregularly — there may be
nothing for a few months and then two handouts in three
weeks. Friends and relatives help to translate, photocopy,
collate, and wrap the mail-outs. Dora-May has access to
free photocopying but only if it is done not too often and
in big lots. As a result, a few groups have complained that
some appeals can be a few months old by the time they
are received. The problem of getting urgent appeals quick
ly to the women who respond to them is a constant one
for all IFN contact women. If Dora-May had to pay for
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photocopying, she
is usually unavoidal
Dora-May's biggest frustration, common to most con
tact women, is the lack of feedback about how many ap
peals are answered by New Zealand women and how ef
fective they are. Very few' of the groups or individuals
on the mailing list have the money to send copies of their
protests to her or the originating overseas feminist group.
When she asked in one covering letter if groups did not
want to receive the appeals, only one group cancelled.
She has received a few letters from ISIS or other coun
tries thanking her for the New Zealand support for their
campaign.
The United Nations Mid-Decade Forum in Copenhagen
in July 1980 gave many contact women their first chance
to meet each other and the IFN co-ordinators and discus*
the Network. Some women from Brazil, Chile, Denmark,
Spain, Israel and Japan talked of how important the
response from women all over the world had been in
strengthening their morale and affecting the outcome of
their campaigns.
Dora-May asked for international protests about the
Contraception, Sterilisation and Abortion Act in July
l°78, in a letter detailing how women seeking an abor
tion were treated in New Zealand. She has been unable

to find out how many letters and telegrams of protest were
sent to Mr Muldoon. She has asked in her covering let
ters for women to bring to her attention cases and issues
for which they need international feminist support, but
has had no replies.
Dora-May, in common with other contact women, is
subsidising the IFN by paying most of the costs herself.
When she asked in one covering letter for donations to
cover postage, very few groups responded, although the
generosity of the few enabled her to keep going. In all
international lobbying groups, copying and disseminating
appeals remains the major continuing cost.
If you want to help feminists overseas, put yourself on
the IFM mailing list by sending your name and address
to Dora-May Sutcliffe, 663B Te Atatu Road, Te Atatu,
Auckland 8 with a donation if possible.
ISIS Italy, Via della Pelliccia 31, 00153, Rome Italy
Ph: 06/580 82,31.
ISIS Switzerland, Case Postale 301, 1227
Carouge/Gcncva, Switzerland, Ph: 022/43 40 22.
Subscription to the ISIS International Bulletin can be
obtained from the ISIS Switzerland address for $US l5 sur
face mail for individuals and women's groups. Amnesty
International New Zealand Headquarters, Box 35°7.
Wellington.
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bv Katherine Robertson

"Mummy we had a policewoman at school today! Look
at my helmet, we each got one to colour in. Here's a notice
from the policewoman. Can we go to the beach and fly
our kite?"
Gee, these police are quick off the mark! The Springboks
are hardly out of the country, and a big PR job is going
on. What does the notice say. Oh gawd, another of those
Police Are Your Friends things, oh no it's not it's one of
those Never Trust A Stranger things. From the Government
Printer. Never accept rides, money or gifts from a stranger.
Don't they know yet that more family, friends, and
neighbours molest children, rather than strangers? Why do
you think 1 never let Missy out of my sight and They say
1 I'm overprotective. (I remember how curious 1 used to be,
i f a Bad Man offered me sixpence. In those days you could
1 auy a lot with sixpence.)
"Mum! Can we Mum?"
"Eh?"
"Can we go to the beach Mum. You said we could if
ii t was warm and there was a bit of a breeze!"
"Okay."
j Oh yes, here it is at the bottom... That the policeman
if ; their friend and ready to help them at all times.' Except
f
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when he is beating their mother or father over the head
with his baton, making the red blood flow. 1 saw a few
protesters beaten up with the blood running down from
their skulls. 1 saw policemen and women running, 1 heard
and joined in the chanting. 1 marched down Main Street
behind Tim Shadbolt. I suffered agonies for lack of a PortA-Loo, when we marched on the Hotel where the Boks
were to stay, well you couldn't very well go round the back
and ask to use their Ladies could you? I suffered agonies
of guilt about not going to the more obviously violenceoriented ones, I'm so terrified of getting brain-damaged and
1 can't afford to buy a crash helmet and all my friends will
be wearing theirs at the Protest. I'm not going to a place
where I must wear protective clothing just for the sake of
a silly game of footie.

It was a day of wheeling gulls. The kite dipped and
soared.
I fail to see what's so radical about believing that all peo
ple should have been born equal. I fail to see what's so
radical about believing that it would be a terrible shame
if World War Three came to pass. ('Scared of rape, assault?
Then learn self defence! Turn fear into anger! Qualified
teacher available.')

Illustrations by Vanya Lowry

"Let's play skimming pebbles Mum."
You can, Missy. I want to fly this kite."
The wind lifted the rainbow curve of the kite. The tail
pranced and darted, colours flashing.
Mustn t get too near the trees. Oops, nearly tripped over
a waterlogged branch. The tide is almost right out. (Down
falls a ginger sun, goldenpecked from the dark tree by
tongues of birds that sing, down fall sadflower hands, curl
ing up to clutch, to feel for, the sun the earth the endless
moment.) Will there really be a nuclear accident before the
year 2000? Hope I'm not here to see. Hope Missy's not
either. Hope it doesn't get like South Africa here. What
would make all the racist pigs change their mind? What
would happen if all of the pink smug rugby followers woke
up tomorrow with jet black skin? Then would they find
out what it's really like?
The kite wriggled like a fish, sank in iridescent arrows
like a kingfisher swooping for its lunch.
"Mum?"
She soon grew bored with skimming stones into the
greygreen water.
"Yeah."
"Why are we put on this earth?"

"Don't ask me. I'm no great visionary like C.K. Stead or
jesus Christ, dear."
"I know who Jesus Christ was Mum. I know he died for
me. But who's C.K. Stead?"
"Why, he wrote a book called SMITH'S DREAM that
Roger Donaldson turned into a film starring Sam Neill
which later turned out to be true."
Except that there was no outside enemy in the events
of the past few months, the enemy turned out to be our
own neighbours, family, friends, colleagues, and our own
guilt at having had things too easy for too long. That's why
I went on a few of the protest marches isn't it, to see the
police being ordered to beat me over the head. Perhaps The
Supreme Oaf who allowed the tour to go ahead got the
idea from the film 'Sleeping Dogs'?
The wind died down. The kite came to rest on the cool
ing sand.
"Let's go home now Missy. It's getting cold."
"just let me finish this sandcastle Mum."
"I'm going up the bank to pick some snowdrops. I'll wait
for you at the top of the stairs."
"I love you Mum."
Hand in hand they went home, just as the sun sank.
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NSAIDs
What are they? They are new drugs which offer a new avenue of
help for women who suffer from painful, heavy periods.
NINA SAWICKi explains how the drugs work and when they
might be used.
Recent advances in the treatment of some common
gynaecological problems — dysmenorrhoea (painful
menses) and dysfunctional uterine bleeding (regular
heavy periods) — have enabled many women to be
relieved of the distressing symptoms. Many women
are not aware, though, that these drugs are available
in NZ. In this article I hope to explain the cause and
nature of these problems and how the symptoms can
be relieved.
D ysm e n o rrh o e a This and heavy regular menses are
two of the most common reasons women seek
gynaecological advice. For the majority, there is no
disease present yet relief of symptoms is d ifficult —
causing pain to the woman, hours of lost work, tension
in families and chronic ill health. Significant pain dur
ing menses is experienced by 40 percent of women
before their first pregnancy1, and many experience
pain until the menopause. In Australia2 600,000 work
ing hours are lost through period pain each month. Un
til recently treatment has been inadequate; simple
analgesics have been used, or hormone treatment
started. Now it is possible for a large percentage of
women to take advantage of non-steroidal anti
inflammatory drugs (NSAID).
Pain during menses is generally felt in the low or
central abdomen, and is cramp-like in nature — often
with nausea. It is most common during the first two
days, but may precede menses. Disease is rarely the
cause.
Dysmenorrhoea is NOT the premenstrual syndrome.
The latter is characterised by a sense of being bloated,
breast discom fort and fluid retention during the week
preceding menses, and this is not improved with the
use of NSAIDs. It is not too long ago that dysmenor
rhoea was considered by many male health profes
sionals to be psychosomatic.
The majority of women with dysmenorrhoea have a
normal healthy genital tract and need only a simple ex
amination to confirm this and exclude infection and
endometriosis (where the innermost lining of the
uterus is found in aberrant parts of the body) and, in
rare cases, cancer. Only in those few cases that do not
respond to treatment are further investigations
necessary.
Patients can be divided into two groups. Those
women requiring contraception and willing to use the
oral contraceptive Pill may find a combination Pill
often solves both problems. For those women who do
not require contraception, or who feel unhappy using
hormonal contraception, NSAIDs may be the best
pharmacological alternative although the use of
raspberry leaf tea and nutmeg is very effective in
treating dysmenorrhoea. If you are keen to find herbal
remedies there are many excellent books available.
D y s fu n c tio n a l U terine B le e d in g For women older
than 30, heavy, regular menses is the most common
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gynaecological problem. B asically, blood loss
becomes uncontrolled and can be embarrassing, not
to mention a significant cause of anaemia. Fifty per
cent of women have some demonstrable abnormality
(chronic infection of pelvic organs, and underactive
thyroid gland and rarely a tumour) but the remainder
have no apparent cause.
Women with DUB commonly report excess blood
loss without prolonged periods, and the loss is max
imal on days one to three with apparent “ clots” . These
clots are not real clots but are caused by clumps of
mucus and red blood cells. But real or unreal, they are
alarming. Some women, however, have prolonged
menses up to 10 days, but in the latter days it is
generally only a slight brown discharge. If you have
DUB, you should see your doctor, to exclude anaemia
and any treatable disease. Your doctor may want you
to undergo further tests in hospital, and have your cer
vix dilated and uterus curetted (D & C). If a woman is
keen for permanent fertility regulation, and has disabling
symptoms, her doctor may suggest hysterectomy, but
NSAIDs provide relief if you wish to try other alter
natives.
Both age and fertility need to be considered. If a
woman is older than 35, hormonal contraception is un
wise, and alternative methods should be sought.
NSAIDs reduce menstrual loss in these patients.
Combined oral contraceptives normally reduce
menstrual loss, and may be the first choice for
younger women. Some women and/or their partners
may feel reluctant to take advantage of the oral con
traceptive pill, or suffer its potential side-effects. For
these women, short duration (two to three days per
month) with NSAIDs has an advantage over three
weeks of hormone therapy every month.
lUDs Most lUDs accentuate menstrual loss and are
associated with significant dysmenorrhoea. This is
especially disabling during the first three to six mon
ths after insertion. NSAIDs are effective in controlling
pain and bleeding and could be tried before the device
is removed. It is also wise to have your blood count
checked if you have had an IUD for longer than a year
as women have a tendency to anaemia with the increased loss.
NSAIDs What are these drugs? They are not hor
mones or contraceptives, neither are they addictive.
They are a group of related drugs which work basically
because they inhibit an enzyme system responsible
for a substance called prostaglandin. They are of use,
therefore, in gynaecological conditions concerned
with excess production of these prostaglandins. The
latest of these available is Ponstan (or mefamic acid), a
number of the fenamates. Primary dysmenorrhoea3ap
pears to be induced by release of prostaglandins,
mainly PGF2oc which is believed to stimulate painful
uterine contractions. Ponstan is a potent inhibitor of

prostaglandin synmetase (the enzyme) and direct an
tagonist of endogenous prostaglandin (i.e. produced
within the body). This dual mode of action offers
significant advantages. Ninety percent4 of women
benefit from Ponstan. Ponstan comes in capsules of
250 mg strength, and two of these should be taken
three times a day with meals, on the days when you
have pain. Women vary in response, and you may need
to try one or two different sorts before your pain is
adequately controlled. They are of use in DUB also.
These tablets have minor, infrequent side-effects,
mild gastric irritation with diarrhoea. They have not
been proven safe during pregnancy. If you have an
ulcer or are sensitive to aspirin, consult your doctor for
advice. □ .

More bad news about
contraception
Women who have felt safe from health risks when using
barrier methods of contraception may not be feeling so hap
py now. A study recently published in the Journal of the
American Medical Association showed an increase in
miscarriage among women using spermicides, and an in
crease in birth defects in children they had. The study was
across a large population sample (4772 women) and showed
that in women using spermicides the incidence of birth
defects was twice as high as it was in the sample of non
users. The actual incidence was very low indeed: 2.2% for
users and 1.1% for non-users. However, the discrepancy is
alarming, especially when allied with the higher rate of
miscarriage among users. Four types of birth defects ap
peared most often: Downs Syndrome, limb deformities,
malignant brain tumours, and malformations of the urethra.’
The most likely reason for the correlation is that sperm
might get damaged but not be destroyed by the drug and
thus fertilise an ovum in a damaged state. It is also possible
that the spermicide might be carried through the blood
stream of the woman and damage her ovum or the embryo
after fertilisation.
This study is only a preliminary finding and is not con
clusive. It needs to be seen within a perspective that
assesses the risks of using barrier methods combined with
spermicides. These methods have a higher failure rate than
the Pill or IUD. although careful use reduces the risk of
pregnancy considerably. One thing is certain, spermicides
should never be used alone as a method of contraception,
the failure rate is too high.

Drug company finances birth
control reports
Barbara Seaman, co-founder of the National Women’s
Health Network in Washington, is charging that recent
studies reported in the media suggesting that birth control
pills are safe were funded by major US drug companies that
distorted the health risks of using birth control pills. Seaman
says that five US drug companies funded the data analysis
part of a birth control pill study initially launched by the US
government and paid for by US taxpayers. The study, which
was conducted at Kaiser Permanente Hospital in Oakland,
California, by Dr Savitri Rancharan, concluded that the risks
from using birth control pills were “ negligible” .
The pill study, started in 1968, was funded by taxpayers un
til the government withdrew because of dissension on the
part of the researchers about the study’s conclusions.
Seaman says in reality, the study reaffirmed side-effect

References:
1. Kreutner A K: New approaches to treating dysmenorrhoea, Behavioural Medicine, Jan. 1980.
2. The Labour Force, Australia, May 1980. Australian Bureau
of Statistics.
3. Fraser I S: Dysmenorrhoea: Effective new approaches to a
controversial problem, Med J. Aust (6): 248-249, 1980.
4. Smith R p, Powell J R: The objective evaluation of
dysmenorrhoea therapy. Am J Obstet Gynaecol 137(3)-

dangers from using the pill including blood pressure
changes, blood clotting and other factors. It also found that
there is an increased cancer risk from using the pill.
Seaman says, however, that the G. D. Searle Co., in a
carefully financed public relations campaign executed by the
giant public relations firms of Hillard Knowelton falsely
reassured Americans through the news media that the pill is
safe. This, she says, contrasts strongly with a separate study
to be released by the US government on pill safety in 1981.
Says Seaman: “ In hundreds of printed articles as well as in
radio and TV interviews, the public was never informed that
Searle was the true sponsor of ‘conclusions’ being passed
off as a government study.” Seaman, a noted medical
author, says “ while we paid for the study, the drug com
panies paid for the results.” Searle, Ortho, Syntex, Parke
Davis and one other drug company funded the data analysis
part of the birth control research, according to Seaman.
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is reportedly
looking into Seaman’s charges. Says the FDA’s Dr Peter
Rheinstein, director of the FDA’s drug advertising depart
ment: “ I personally feel it is deceptive for companies to
prepare material and circulate them in a way they expect will
result in the material being reprinted or broadcast.” Her Say

Landmark DES ruling
A New York Court has affirmed the decision in Bichler vs.
Eli Lilly Co. — America’s first successful DES daughter case.
Joyce Bichler developed cancer after her mother was given
the drug DES 26 years ago. She has had extensive operations
leaving her with no uterus, one ovary and only one-third of
her vagina. She was awarded $500,000 in damages in a con
troversial trial based on the legal concept of “ concert of ac
tion” which allows an injured person who cannot identify the
actual maker of a dangerous product to seek redress through
the courts. Lilly Co. was shown to have dominated the DES
market at the time that Bichler’s mother was given the drug.
In upholding the jury verdict, the court found that the in
dustry as a whole failed to have proper safeguards and to
adequately test DES.
DES is the drug used in some morning-after Pills available
on the New Zealand market.
New Directions for Women, May/June 1981.
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FEMINISM AND ENVIRONMENT
by Byrdie Mann
The word “ environment” means many different things to
different people and varies for the individual from time to
time. Simply put, the environment is what surrounds us; that
which we are part of; that we interact with. But where does
that simple statement lead us?
An environment can be family, friends, a job, a garden, a
home, a neighbourhood, a nation state. It can be the world.
For some it is the galaxy, the universe.
We can see a tree, smell a flower, hear the wind, taste the
salt air. Sometimes we can soar with the birds, marvel at the
stars, or pulsate with the city; we can feel comfortable in our
house. Or we can just be.
So “ environment” becomes that complex system of which
we are physically and spiritually a part. It comprises both
natural phenomena and that which is created by human in
tervention.
As we have become more industrialised, the significance
of the complexity and the interactions of the natural environ
ment has been lost sight of.
When discussing the complexities of the natural environ
ment some in our society generation call the world
Spaceship Earth and talk in terms of life support systems
when referring to those cycles such as the water cycle, the
nitrogen cycle, and the oxygen/carbon dioxide cycle upon
which all life depends.
While such an analogy has merit especially when trying to
convince technologists of the need to care for the land, the
air and the water so as to ensure the exquisite balance of the
inter-linked cycles upon which life depends, I prefer a more
poetic depiction, one which expands the concept of life sup
port systems beyond that of the Spaceship Earth analogy
which I find masculine, mechanistic, reductionist and very
unhuman.
A more human and holistic approach which deals with the
totality of nature is reflected in the thoughts of Joe Miller: “ If
the Earth were only a few feet in diameter, floating a few feet
above a field somewhere, people would come from
everywhere to marvel at it. People would walk around it,
marvelling at its big pools of water, its little pools and the
water flowing between the pools. People would marvel at the
bumps on it, and the holes in it, and they would marvel at the
very thin layer of gas surrounding it and the water suspended
in the gas. The people would marvel at all the creatures walk
ing around the surface of the ball, and at the creatures in the
water. The people would declare it as sacrec) because it was
the only one, and they would protect it so that it would not be
hurt. The ball would be the greatest wonder known and peo
ple would come to pray to it, to be healed, to gain knowledge,
to know beauty and to wonder how it could be. People would
love it and defend it with their lives because they would
somehow know that their lives, their own roundness, could
be nothing without it. If the Earth were only a few feet in
diameter.”
Yet many people, unfortunately, have a very different at
titude towards' that ball and its marvels.
Richard Falk, in his book, This Endangered Planet,
outlines some activities which are very dangerous and
strange when one is aware of the fragility of the natural
systems: “ [Hujmankind is passing through the early stages
of its planetary crisis. The interrelated dimensions of this
crisis are population pressure, multiple forms of pollution,
resource depletion and the dangers of wars of mass destruc
tion. It is the technological character of contemporary socie
ty that gives the planetary crisis its apocalyptic character.”
I want to focus on one of the dangers — that of war, for
■ two reasons. First, it is not always seen as an environmental
issue and yet it is probably the greatest threat to our planet;
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and secondly, I see it as one of the vital links with feminism.
Waging war needs two things — the desire and the means.
The state of mind necessary for war is much the same today
as in the past — competitiveness, fear, exploitation of
resources, a desire to dominate, to oppress. But the means
by which war is waged have changed and it is these
technological aspects of war which the people of the world
— one world — have not yet grasped.
The world today is not the world that existed prior to World
War II. It is the nature of the weapons developed and refined
since that time which endangers life on this planet as never
before. A war using technologies which are presently
available will have long-term consequences for those involv
ed and their descendants. We have seen this all too clearly
demonstrated in Japan when atomic weapons were used and
more recently in South East Asia where chemical warfare
was waged on a massive scale using 2, 4, 5-T and 2, 4-D.
We must adapt to the new and unique reality that we now
have numerous methods for mass destruction, the
biological effects of which are not only acute but also
chronic. We have weapons which can kill chemically, ones
which cause disease, ones which kill through radiation and if
none of these is acceptable to the military establishment,
weather or climatic weapons can be employed.
In addition to having the capability of killing lots of people
and other forms of life with very little effort, they have long
term detrimental effects on the land, the water, the air. They
often adversely affect the health and genetic material of the
survivors. There is no protection or cure against most of the
known long term effects. There is only prevfntion.
To prevent war by removing the instrume. ts of war is not
enough nor can it be done prior to removing the desire^
Prevention of war demands a change in attitude towards con
flicts, resources and people.
And it is here that I believe women have a vital role to play
since to a large degree we have been bystanders. To use the
words of Virginia Woolf: “ For though many instincts are held
more or less in common by both sexes, to fight has always
been the man’s habit, not the woman’s ... Scarcely a human
being in the course of history has fallen to a woman’s rifle;
the vast majority of birds and beasts have been killed by you,
not by us; and it is difficult to judge what we do not share.”
And as an oppressed, exploited and dominated group in
society perhaps women have a clearer view, a better chance
at identifying new directions not only in the areas of personal
liberation and in resolution of conflict but also in the
management of the natural enviroment, and in the rebuilding
of the society. The individual and collective potential of
women has been suppressed for centuries by the stereotypic
view of what a woman should be - passive, dependent, gen
tle, compassionate, nurturing, and on the whole, inferior to
men. The active, competitive, independent, aggressive, nonemotional, objective individual is a man and the superior of
women. The world has been one where such masculine
characteristics have been more highly promoted, encourag
ed and valued than certain socially desirable feminine traits,
to the detriment of society.
Attitudes of many men towards war, environmental
resources and women entail exploitation, competition and
oppression. Perhaps these attitudes are due to or tied up
with the traditional masculine role of hunter/gatherer, while
on the other hand women have traditionally been the nur
tures, the cultivators, the conservators.
While no individual in society possesses characteristics
which are either exclusively feminine or masculine, in general
women tend to exhibit more of those termed “ feminine” and
men, more of the so-called “ masculine” ones. The debate

continues to rage over the question, why do women tend to
demonstrate the characteristics such as nurturing, coopera
tion, sharing, compatibility, gentleness which are as such de
fined as feminine? Is the manifestation due to our biological
nature, our ability to bear and suckle children? Or is it due to
culture? Is it true that more women feel closer to, more in
touch witn the environment than men because of our
biological nature?
Although answers are lacking to these philosophically and
intellectually interesting question, I feel that it is necessary
to promote some of these characteristically feminine traits
such as cooperation, sharing, nurturing, awareness of others’
feelings, believing that men can acquire and exhibit these at
tributes to a far greater degree than they collectively do now
I have a need to believe that this is possible. If this is not
possible then I see litle hope for the sort of change needed.
And change is needed. A look at the words used in relation to
the environment reflects the present attitude all too well.
In the male dominated and male structured world we
speak of man’s conquest of new regions such as Antarctica
the conquering the harnessing of rivers. As Christine Danri
has pointed out, “ Such imagery has become stale and we no
longer recognise these activities as the rapes which they
really are. In demanding a better world for themselves, more
and more women are becoming aware that living in a better
world includes living in a better balance with that being
which still retains its pre-patriarchial name — Mother Earth.
It works the other way too — as women fight to protect the
mother of us all they realize that arrogant attitudes of male
domination apply to women as well as the earth” .
Another sort of duality of the oppression is pointed up by
Virginia Woolf writing about the prevention of war when she
suggests that “ the public and the private worlds are in
separably connected; that the tyrannies and servilities of the
one are the tyrannies and servilities of the other” .
Given the consequences of the continuation, the perpetua
tion of a world dominated largely by male attitudes it is im
perative that women recognize, promote and integrate the
so-called feminine characteristics which have so long been
denigrated and suppressed. The socialisation, which
presently is largely restricted to women to value interper
sonal relationships and interpersonal skills such as em
pathy, nurturance, personal expression, must be extended
to men. We must shift from an age of industrialization where
the emphasis has been on development of things to one which
emphasises the development of people.
Such a shift cannot take place in society where there is
sexism. Sexism occurs when one sex has certain privileges
of power which the other sex doesn’t have. Sexism is seeing
the world in terms of sex roles, that men have mutually ex
clusive abilities and prerogaties and women have others and
consequently the sexes are not equal.
For me femininism is quite the opposite of sexism. It is the
belief that women and men are equal. Feminism is seeking to
do away with sex-role privileges, sex role divisiveness and
oppression.
It is a means by which a woman can strive to be an
drogynous (i.e. fully human). It is not a process of
defeminisation but one of equalization, assertion of self
thereby being self-reliant and tender, objective and warm,’
decisive yet sensitive to others.
In the past the power arfd abilities of women have been
repressed. A woman has had very litle control over her own
life; in some cases the denial of self has been great enough
to lead to madness. Woman are the largest visible group of
people who do not have power. In New Zealand, women are
the majority — we are the “ average New Zealander” . And yet
it has been difficult for women to demonstrate power it is
the men who exercise power — the ability to influence
another person to think, feel, or do something, And while
power in itself is not bad the means of gaining power and the
ends to which it is put all too frequently are.
To do nothing as women is to accept oppression, to re
main a victim, a bystander, while the Earth, too, is raped. For
me this is unacceptable. Involvement is demanded
While changes in legislation such as equal pay, equality of
job opportunities and promotion which have resulted from
women becoming involved in the struggle are necessary and
essential — such changes are far from enough. Promotion of
women to positions of power in the present system will not
effect change of itself. The rape will continue unless women
work for a change in attitude.
Just as we need to nurture the feeling for and the

knowledge of the wholeness, the integrity, the unity of
nature, so too must we strive for such feeling and knowledae
of the individual.
A world in which sex roles are depolarized and where the
feminine characteristics such as cooperation and nurturing
are more highly valued than they presently are, would also be
one where human growth is more highly valued than
economic growth; where there is greater development of in
dividual potentials and responsibility; where there is a
greater recognition of our interdependence with the cyclic
and dynamic forces of nature; where there is the develop
ment with the cyclic and dynamiic forces of nature; where
this is the development of appropriate and sustainable
technologies; where there is a change from segregation and
compartmentalisation to integration and wholeness in social
organisation; where decision-making is decentralised; where
social structures cease to be hierarchical and competitive
I know the Earth is our home. Having been traditionally the
nurturers, the managers of the home, women must be heard
in the ecological movement. We must rediscover our own
nature and integrate the feminine a nd masculine aspects of
our natures, for too long men and women have been forced to
deny whole aspects of human nature. In this scientific and
technological age there has been little room for emotions for
sense and sensibility. Instincts, intuiition, gut-feeling can’t be
quantified and put into a computer and therefore are
dismissed, simply dismissed. It is an age of reductionism
and analysis; one of division and specialization. The inter
connections, the links, the web-like structure of life and the
feel of life are neglected or forgoltten. The scientific age
demands objectivity to a point which often verges on amoral
and unethical behaviour.
The case of 2, 4, 5-T is a classic example. This herbicide is
used in huge quantities. There is evidence that an impurity in
2, 4, 5-T, dioxin, causes birth defects. Dioxin is present in ex
tremely low amounts. We can ask the question of science
what is the effect on human health of very low levels of
physical insult such as dioxin or ionizing radiation. We can
ask, but such a question cannot be answered by science.
Such questions transcend science. They are questions which
are incapable of resolution by science because it is impossi
ble to set up large enough experiments to demonstrate
cause-and-effect relationships. Such questions have been
termed transscientific, that is, beyond science. And yet time
and time again we are frequently assiured by some in the
scientific community that there is no health hazard even
though the answer is in fact beyond the limits of the scien
tific method. Lack of evidence becomes equated with proof
of safety.
In such cases where the scientific method cannot provide
conclusive answers but does indicate caution, we must
evaluate the situation with sense and sensibility — and act
accordingly. We can no longer afford demial of subjective and
sensible value judgements.
We need to build a new society, conscious of our being,
conscious of our links with the Earth, with the processes
which maintain life.
For some the environmental movement is a good place to
start. A quick look at the environmental groups in New
Zealand indicates that these groups reflect society at large.
The structure, organisation and operations of these groups
are male; the means used to bring about change in society
are male. However, there are men in this movement who as
individuals exhibit more of the feminine attributes, who tend
to favour a more cooperative, sharing society’ who feel the
oppression of the present system to a similar degree
especially in regard to the rape of the Earth. This awareness
can be nurtured and sure attitudes in these individuals en
couraged.
And yet collectively these groups remain male oriented
and male dominated. A group such as Feminists for the En
vironment which formed in Auckland in 1979, provides the
necessary supportive environment which at the moment can
not be found elsewhere. It nurtures, allows ideas to grow. It
permits experimentation; discovery of new methods,
perspectives and directions which could be used to enhance
and enrich the work being done by other change-makers in
society. It encourages us to try our way. It can provide an en
vironment which is a necessary step towards achieving an
androgynous and cooperative culture.
The knowledge and the power is within each of us. We
need to recognize the power and the knowledge — and then
to use it.!Z
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Two important books for all New Zealand women
T h e Smith W o m en
1 0 0 N e w Z e a la n d w o m e n ta lk a b o u t th e ir lives
by R o s e m a ry B a rrin g to n an d A lis o n G ray
An exploration as to how a wide cross-section of “ ordinary” women — aged between 20 and 50
— see themselves and their place in New Zealand society.
The result is surprising; the conclusions drawn, controversial.

$ 1 4 .9 5

Victoria’s D aughters
N e w Z e a la n d W o m e n of th e T h irtie s
by Eve E b b e tt
Birth control, abortion, marriage, fashion, w ork — the position of New Zealand women
in a male-dominated sociedty. Not just a trip down memory lane, but a book for those
who do not remember that time, or who w ere born afterwards, for there are many parallels
that can be drawn between New Zealand then and n o w .4

$ 1 9 .9 5
Two great books from the House of Reed
**

C Y C L E T O U R W IT H T IK A

$106.02
$48.18
$47.79

& $39.42

$40.92

Saddle-bags

$25.81

& $10.20
$ 22.86

Backpacks Std
refiectorised
& kid-sized
Toolkit bags
Refiectorised
Anklets

$24.06
$19.91
$4.50

M ATE R IA LS
12 oz. cotton/polyester canvas duck.
High quality, long-lasting, more waterproof
than any other material used in cycle bag
construction.

COLOURS
Red, Blue, Green and some Brown
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C Y C L E T O U R IN G E Q U IP M E N T .
A V A ILA B L E FROM:

TH E R AN G E IN C LU D ES:
Rear Panniers
Front Panniers
Handle-bar Packs

_

CK £ E D

Auckland Dave Fischer Cycles, Living
Simply, Speedwell Cycles and Sports
Hamilton Cycle World
Palmerston Nth Pedal Pushers Cyclery
Masterton Happy Valley Cycle Centre
Levin Southend Cycles
Wellington Bicycle Village, Bluebird
Cycles, Burkes Multi-Services, Living
Simply, VIC Cycles
Nelson Stewarts Cycles, Winn Bros
Christchurch Cycle Trading Co, Hoon Hay
Cycles, Laurie Dawe Cycles, Westburn
Cycles
Dunedin Clifford Brown
Sydney Inner City Cycles

For lis t of S to c k is ts near you,
b ro ch u re s o r any fu rth e r d e ta ils
please phone or w rite to TIK A
Land P ro d u cts, 35 N a yla n d St,
Sum ner, C h ris tc h u rc h 8. Ph.
S um ner (26) 5514
A nd rem em ber, QUALITY w ill
never be cheaper.

EA VESDROPPING ON
GANG RAPE
WHO CARRIES THE
they cam e
CROSS ____________________ (as still they com e)
We were talking
a b out w om an slavery,
They were talking
about cathedral extensions.

with p ic k - axe, saw, hammer,
tools o f all description
(describing patriarchy)
to m o uld m inds where the
bodies were beyond them.

our lingering hopes, strengths we co uld resist their com ing
we can reshape our thinking
upstage Arm ageddon
and be free.
ERICE WEBB

Every ye ar m illions o f young
A frican wom en have
their clitorises and/or inner lips
ha cked o ff with broken bottles
sew n up with thorns
then rip p e d open by husbands’
knives
on marriage,
again after every child.

a body gro w s
naturally, from universal cause,
no t structured by philosophies ’
ONE WOMAN
codes, and learned skills
th o ’ these m ay pro duce
I do not kn ow tom orrow
irregularities
(to date thalidom ide being one o f where m y body w ill be
it is racked with aches and hurts
those)
o
f gro w ing into g irlhoo d
it is like hardy plants
tight
- fitting, stra it ja c ke te d
A u c k la n d ’s A nglican Cathedral dum ped in gravel, no t m eant to
for
Woman
take roo t
needs extensions,
found
m y se lf so tightly laced
y e t springs to life
$6 million.
I
w
onder
for a m ystery once felt
Just
so,
woman.
We should no longer
and far behind
in flict such an abom ination
and so they cam e
on the skyline
the hooks are for de - sensitizing
(as they w ill com e yet)
o f the city.
laces
for censure
with all kinds o f devices to
how
w
ell the bodice fits you
shape
the
mind,
delicate
Every day wom en are raped
they
all
say who see m e freely
m echanism
pulverised, broom sticks up their
w
andering
kitchen to bathroom
can w ither a body from within;
cunts to
living
room
back again, day
We all bear m arks o f
sw e epin g aw ay the crim e o f
again
internalised
m
aleness
Femaleness.
searching for the m ystery
where they cu t shapes o f
U ncontrollable p o w e r urges
m
y being thinks it saw
acceptance
keep E veryw om an
very
far behind
like m otherhood is sacred
under curfew.
b lo od is taboo
girls in China once sat
tears irrational
The extensions are the sam e
intuitive responses unscientific - for short periods in evenings,
as repairing gutters,
unbound
Maintenance,
letting
b lo od flow back - hideous
som e still have ugly scars
Upkeep,
brie
f
respite
sh ow them when the warder
a necessary expense.
but
none
did that for me.
lets them in at visiting hours
What
was
it they feared those
not least, m urder o f children
Few abortions
keepers
or,
severe
p
o
st
partum
F o rced labour
I never m et
depression
w o lf whistle w o lf whistle face to face?
no stre et is silent.
these are the terrible white flesh
Brain
haem orrhage co u ld have
Woman,
exam ples
have been a better
the race under the erection.
m arring w om anhood
fate
where the tools have w orked
harshly
The L o rd ’s real urgency
for I cannot rem em ber yesterday
is for souls,
and left no apology for their crude and keep searching for the
w h ere'are they to be
operations
m ystery
found,
laced
and straitened
but in
no one escapes
so long pa st
His Monument.
long painful process
leaving only traces
robbing us o f our w ill to p o w e r
in
m y misshapen, raped and
Who carries the cross?
to feel
haunted
to be
wom an body-m ind.
LE AN N E R AD O JKO VIC H
sisterhood , that jo in in g together
o f all the unm olested parts
ERICE WEBB
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known and most have truly been return
ed to us from the oblivion of history. Forrestina Ross climbed mountains in the
1890s, and a glacier, Forrestina Ross
Glacier was named after her for her
“ pluck and endurance” . She wrote an ar
ticle called “ Housekeeping on a
Glacier” and a photo shows her baking
scones at a high altitude. Princess Te
Rangi Pai was the first Maori woman to
travel to England and sing before Queen
Victoria. Her Lullaby, Hine e Hine, used
to be TV2’s transmission closedown
theme. Heni Pore fought with the
Kingites at Gate Pa and is remembered
as the woman who crossed the battle
lines to give water to a dying British
soldier. Sister Annie Henry worked for 32
years as a missionary and teacher
among the Tuhoe. When she died, the
N ew Z ealand H e rs to ry 1982,
Diary tells us, her cortege visited every
A New Zealand Woman’s
marae from Whakatane to Ruatahuna.
Calendar,
Not all the women recorded led such
Tauranga Women’s Centre,
public lives. The Diary also records the
John Mclndoe, 1981, $6.95 *
quiet courage and endurance of women
leading more conventional lives and who
After a two-year gap women from the
would be virtually unknown outside
Tauranga Women’s Centre have revived
their circle of family and friends. Agnes
the very popular New Zealand Herstory
Grace lived a totally isolated life at the
Diary. The first Herstory Diary was pro
mission at Pukawa on Lake Taupo in the
duced in 1977 by the Dunedin Collective
1850s. Sarah Ann Taylor married a bank
for Woman; the next two produced
manager, had 20 children and ran the
respectively by a Dunedin and a
household like a military campaign. Jin
Christchurch , collective showed some
ny Foster was foster mother to 60
deterioration in quality, particularly in
children over a 30 year period. One
the standard of writing and editing. I’m
woman symbolises the women we never
delighted to be able to report that
hear about, the women who sink under
Tauranga’s 1982 edition has returned
the weight of their lives, never to resur
the Diary to the high standard set by the
face. Jenny Daines became so depress
original one.
ed after the deaths of her two babies she
Although produced by a collective,
ended up in Avondale Mental Asylum.
Deirdre Kent is the person most respon
After eight years there, her husband
sible for the polish and thoroughness
took her home but Jenny never
which make the Diary a work to be proud
recovered.
of. For some months earlier this.year she
was able to extensively research the
women of the Bay of Plenty while
employed under a TEP scheme. Later, on
the advice of Mclndoe’s, publishers of
the Diary, the focus was widened to in
clude women from other areas.
Deirdre has tracked down the
movements and signal events in the
lives of the women chosen with all the
tenacity of a bloodhound. This makes
the Diary not only extremely informative
but also provides us with an invaluable
resource for the future. Which is not to
say that the Diary is only a dry recital of
facts. On the contrary, the profiles of the
women are brought to life with com
ments about them from contemporaries
and w ith a ne cdo te s w hich are
sometimes amusing, sometimes mov
ing, and always fascinating.
Who are the women? With the excep
tion of a few well-known names like Cath
Tizard or Marilyn Waring, they are little
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It’s a good-looking diary too. The
cover, olive green, gold and sepia, is
elegantly designed with a photo of a
woman farmer and child from the
depression. The back cover shows a
more romanticised view of rustic life. In
side, the format is similar to former
diaries although sensibly all the
herstories have been place back-to-back
so that at year’s end you can rip out all
the diary pages and be left with the
herstorical material.
I find the design with its bold borders,
rounded corners and floral motif a little
heavy and florid. A lighter, more sen
sitive touch would have resulted in a
more elegant diary and one more in
keeping with the softness of many of the
photos. Sometimes the photos, too, are
awkwardly cropped so that the faces
seem huge and rather overpowering. But
the quality of the photos is splendid;
they are sharp and clear and the sepia
tone suits them well.
The Tauranga women are to be con
gratulated on this excellent effort. As
the fra n tic fru s tra tin g hunt for
Christmas gifts begins, many feminists
will have reason to be grateful to the
women who worked on the project.
Sandra Coney
"available from Broadsheet

Forrestina Ross mastered the art of cooking scones
at high altitudes.

A stained glass window in a Lichfield church com 
memorates the compassion and bravery of Heni
Pore

I Passed th is W ay,

Sylvia Ashton Warner,
A.H. & A.W. Reed, 1979, $19.95*

Sarah Ann Taylor had a three month holiday away
from her 20 children every year.

Princess Te Rangi Pai sang for Queen Victoria but
died in obscurity at Te Kaha.

Sister Annie Henry pulled teeth, delivered babies,
made coffins, and taught two generations of Tuhoe
children.
Photo: Whakatane Museum

When a young giri, living in small
towns and rural districts of the central
North Island, Sylvia Ashton Warner had
this passion for carving her name,
anywhere she could — on river banks,
trees, school desks; it was her way of
saying she had left her mark, had pass
ed this way. Partly, one feels, it was the
action of a healthy, egotistical child who
was enjoying her life and who wished to
carry her buoyancy to the world; partly,
too, it marks the beginning of a deeplyfelt assurance that she had something
to give, an assurance which was born of
her childhood, lived through many at
tacks, some defeats, and which has sur
vived in the telling of her story, in this
autobiography. It is a joy to read; she
has kept the freshness of the young girl
within her, in her writing, while yet
tempering it with the bitter-sweet wit of
her seventy years.
Though that bitter-sweetness must
have been with her in those early years,
too. She was bora into the younger half
of a large and noisy family — 9 or 10
children; she is as vague about the exact
numbers as her mother was; Sylvia
herself was given her name because her
mother had quite forgotten that it had
already been used for one of the two
more children who died. A povertystricken family, too; Puppa was an in
valid and Mumma was a schoolteacher,
trying to support her family on the pit
tance meted out by an unsympathetic
Government. For a while after the First
World War even that income was stop
ped as married women everywhere were
ousted to make way for what was left of
the returning army; the family had to
split up, as did many others then, the
older ones wandering the country in
search of work, Puppa, with his youthful,
jet-black hair, going into an old man’s
home, and the others living in in
describable hovels.

Never mind; Mumma hauled herself in
to a teaching job again, expansive, in
domitable Mumma, the family reunited
and Puppa could once more tell his
younger children the fables, fantasies,
stories he so delighted in. Then all of the
children could display their various
talents — dancing, singing, music, draw
ing; perhaps with a large family to con
tend with, the ability to perform and ex
hibit was a matter of survival; but there
was much harmony in it. And often there
was, in the many different places where
they lived, an infinity of hills to climb,
rivers to wander along, broad, open ex
panses of country enticing the young
Sylvia with its beauty, suggestions of
adventure and danger; she learned much
in these years, not least her own
language, or as she puts it, her own im
agery. Her adolescent years were often
unhappy ones; her family’s poverty mark
ed her out as a pariah at Wairarapa High
School, and the 7, 11, 15 miles from the
school, depending on where they lived at
the time, set her struggling to keep up
with the housework. But the hours spent
in dreaming and romance on the travell
ing to and fro and the wonder which the
magical, native land aroused in her more
than made up for it. “ My real
schoolrooms,” she writes, “ were, the
countryscapes, my desk the saddle of a
bike or a horse, and any teachers the
wilful weather. It astounds me how little
I remember of what went on in the actual
classrooms.”
She began her teaching career when
she was 17. But no, she never intended
to teach; she was going to be an artist,
either a painter or a musician, she
wasn’t sure yet, but the teaching was
merely an interim measure, a stop-gap
until she could afford to take a studio
and develop these talents of hers. The
unintention to teach stayed with her
through training college, marriage, 3
children, all the way to the isolated
areas of Maori settlements where she
and her husband taught. Brilliance,'
despair, penury, a nomadic urge — for
she had inherited her mother’s restless
ness — marked these years, and not
once could she settle herself into accep
ting her everyday situation; she wanted
to be an artist.
Still she kept learning from the life
about her; a mental breakdown and a
period in a Wellington hospital taught
her how language was created in the
human being, how each had their own
vocabulary that could be developed or
destroyed, and that the human being
was made or broken according to what
happened to their language, the gift of
their culture. She came to know her own
broadsheet. November, 1981
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bare bones, the essence of her survival;
and realised that these years were
preparation — she must hold herself
true and determined for whatever was to
come her way. Perhaps too she had in
herited Mumma’s firm, disciplined ways.
And there were loves and passions: her
family; cherished friendships with rare
soul-mates; the huts her husband made,
where she could draw, paint, sculpt,
write, at peace, thus keeping alive those
dreams and treasures of her childhood.
Most significantly, as it happened, she
learned to teach; not merely to ad
ministrate the “ ubiquitous Janets and
Johns, jerkily joltingly unrelated” to
classrooms composed entirely of Maori
children. Having undergone what she
describes as ‘deracialisation’ living in
Maori communities with no Europeans
saved her husband and children. She
must have been only too aware of the ini
quity of forcing the British Empire onto
the Maori children and she developed
her own methods, drawing words,
language, from the children themselves;
letting them be free with their own
vocabulary.
It wasn’t until she was about forty that
she channelled her artistic desires,
fused them with her teaching, and wrote
in a, few years, four books — two fic
tional pieces and two educational
works. She had always wanted her life
whole, to live on the strength of her
homegrown wares: now she could use
these treasures and resources and
shape them. She became the artist she
wanted to be. The publishers in New
York were ecstatic; the NZ literary world
silent; the Education Department chill
ed, literally to a man — she named them
the PSBMEH — the Permanent Solid
Block of Male Educational Hostility. Not
long after, she retired from teaching; in
spite of the absolute encouragement
from her husband and the friendly words
from the occasional inspector, the
wheels of state and ed. dept, ground too
heavily on her.
And it wasn’t until her husband died,
when she was about 60, that she could
happily leave New Zealand, travel to
countries where her books had been
welcomed, and receive, finally, the
kudos abysmally overdue.
Here her book takes a different tack;
these are the years of her fame, the
years spent overseas where she can
truly extend herself and her work; and
she thrives, in her element at last.
“ You’d never recognise me as that girl
from the past habitually playing the
limelight, talking too much, throwing
around my music gratis and flaunting
my.art; I was becoming that someone I’d
44
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always been interested in — a contained
impenetrable spinster, an indispensable
unit of society.” She writes now with
less of the joy and despair which
stamped the earlier pages of the book;
the prose may miss those wonderfully
evocative passages of her younger
years, but it is a more quietly-felt pas
sion, a more measured life now. And oh,
what strength the woman has gained
over those years, what a wealth of spirit
has brought her through them, has
stayed with her.
She enjoyed writing this autobio
graphy, every page declares it so; it was
for her a renewal of the sources of her
life, and of the springs of home without
which “ the spirit withers and dies” . The
ambivalence about this country remains
— she was after all rejected by it, and
knows too well its lack — yet she knows
too that she owes her greatness to her
beginnings, her childhood here, and she
cannot help but repeat, in the end, the
words she wrote in the preface: “ . .. the
girl spirit of New Zealand standing slight
mid-land, her fingers tight on the beginn
ings of threads, taut from the pull of her
ranging birds in the skies overseas.
Could she but haul in her exiles all there
together both buried and living, could
she afford her great, the rest of the world
might possibly see her and come to
learn where she is.”
Gillian Ranstead
‘ Available from broadsheet

O dd W om an O ut
W endy S im ons,

Angus and Robertson, 1980,
$9.95*
Wendy Simons’ first novel, H arpe r's
M other, won the Angus and Robertson
Writers’ Fellowship. O dd W om an Out,
her second, is a moving account of a

love affair. The affair is over and Maria
has retreated to Kenepuru Sound “ trying
to ... to ... put the pieces of myself back
together.” What gives the book its inten
sity is the fact that it is addressed to the
lover, Charles. Thus Maria’s trying to
build a life without him, returning to the
events to understand, explain and
justify, is paradoxically all written to him
and she imagines his replies.
Maria is well drawn, her perceptions
sharp and posed. At first I feared not.
When she described the journey to Picton as “ a nightmare” , without further
elaboration of the cliche, it was like
reading a letter. Then in the next
paragraph she saw a cloud parting “ like
stage curtains” and the story moves on'
easily to remembering fun she and
Charles had had there with friends.
Another similarly effective shift comes
when Maria describes day break: birds
“ landing on slippered feet” , the smooth
sea, leading to her remembering Charles
liking her hands “ because they were
always as cool as sea water.” The
perspective is intensely poignant
because you feel how her new, empty
world constantly reminds her of her time
with Charles.
Charles seems a bit wish-fulfilling. He
admires her because she’s “ so sane, so
in control” , yet treats her tenderly, like a
puppy, kisses her “ baby fingers” . His
deep, gritty chuckle and hollow gravelly
laugh don’t evoke much, and his replies
in their imaginary dialogues are
sometimes too literary, “ Ah my love!
Remember the day we climbed the hill
behind the cottage and sat in silent har
mony.”
Probably this is noticeable because
most of the dialogue is so natural. The
quarrels are lively, and Charles is quite
appealing when devouring an itemized
picnic lunch on Takapuna Beach while
haranguing a weeping Maria; or when
recommending free flowing love to her in
a pub.
All the minor characters come alive in
their conversation. Robert, the man she
has been living with, an accountant with
a devoted mother, makes it apparent
why she might be susceptible to the
more complex Charles. Fellow reporter
Lucy’s hopeless love for Robert gives
poise to Maria’s clear knowledge of the
hopelessness of her love for Charles.
The young friend, Sam, whose presence
inadvertently triggers the final disaster,
is little more than a list of personality
quirks, with a disconcerting “ twinkle” .
Charles’ wife, Hannah, is depicted with
sympathy, if dislike. When Maria calls
frequently to the house and spends time
with her Hannah says, “ You're the only

real friend I have, Maria.” You feel her
dependency, the attempt to bind Maria,
and underlying the scene is the tension
of Hannah’s suspicion of the affair,
Maria’s guilt about the deceit.
O dd W om an O u t is dramatic and well
constructed. Its theme is more difficult
to manage than that of H a rp e r’s M other,
which was set within an adolescent’s
range. These characters are well defined
and varied, and its deftly managed
perspectives give it poignancy and in
tensity.
Nicki Jackson
‘ Available from Broadsheet, as is Wen
dy Simons’ earlier novel H a rp e r’s M o th e r
at $13.95.

The A d ve n tu re s
and Louisa ,

L. and M. Pasley,
Collins, London,
hbk*

of

M adalen e

1980, $9.95

If you’re a child who likes witty books
with lots of whimsical pictures; or if
you’re an adult (like me) who likes witty
children’s books with lots of whimsical
pictures — you’ll love The A d ve n tu re s o f
M a da len e a n d Louisa.
Back in the 1860s, Madalene and
Louisa Pasley, the daughters of a wellto-do naval admiral, were enraptured
with entomology. Their greatest joy was
to be found in the pursuit of moths and
butterflies, beetles and chrysalis. Bet
ween the ages of 12 and 16, Madalene
and Louisa wrote and illustrated an
album of their adventures and Collins
has now reproduced pages from this
album in book form.
The story is told in Louisa’s original
handwriting. She has a very neat and
orderly script but she also uses different
lettering to emphasise a point and make
a little joke at the same time. Thus
beetles by lantern light look “ LARGER
and more interesting” and when
Madalene captures the leader of a group
of glow worms, he “ d-r-a-g-g-e-d his feet
to show his indignation.”

The album is profusely illustrated with
subtly-toned water colour paintings in
which the girls depict themselves in full
Victorian regalia with hats, full skirts
and neat buttoned boots, but with quite
mad mischievous faces.
Louisa and Madalene have to over
come many obstacles in the pursuit of
their passion: governesses are avoided
by setting off on expeditions before they
arrive in the morning; elder sister
Georgie, who was “ made to drink quan
tities of calomel which had made her
sour” , has to be provoked into refusing
to spend time with them; and a drawing
master engaged by “ Papa” resigns after
the girls refuse to draw anything but
beetles and birds’ nests.
Left to their own devices Madalene
and Louisa “ entomologise” to their
hearts content and have a number of ex
citing adventures with “ The Oil Beetle” ,
“ The Unknown Larva” and “ The Privet
Hawk Caterpillar” . As the book pro
gresses the insects get bigger and big
ger till the capture of a dragonfly
becomes a heroic struggle to tame a
goliath. Flies with eyes as big as dinner
plates and aggressive grasshoppers of
fer nothing but a challenge to the brave
and resourceful girls who enter into the
frey with vigour and none of the decorum
we have been led to believe was
characteristic of the Victorian girl.
The A d ve n tu re s o f M a dalene and
Lou isa is guaranteed to raise many
chuckles; what’s more it’s the sort of
book you’ll want to look at again and
again. There’s a freshness and origin
ality about this book which make it a
classic.
Sandra Coney
‘ Available from Broadsheet.

The Paper M id w ife : a G uide to
R esponsib le H o m e b irth s,

Ingrid and Paul Johnson,
Caveman Press, New Zealand,
1980l $7.95*
For many women in the world the
facts of pregnancy and childbirth are as
basic to life as sleeping and waking,
with their effects being nothing more
positive than a continuation of the
punishment for being born a woman.
However for a very small proportion of
women, particularly in the over as con
trasted with the under-developed coun
tries, the decision to give birth may be
not only conscious and deliberate but
may be made also because of a desire to
experience a uniquely female ability.
Some of this small number of women
may even see birth as a creative event,
an opportunity to expand their selfknowledge. These women may also
believe that the child born of this ex
perience could not fail to be loving,
healthy, happy and wise.
And then — they arrive at the hospital.
A powerful little book, The Paper Mid
wife, puts it this way — “ a major
destroyer of confidence is the typical
birth experience. A woman is stripped of
her dignity and ability, delivered of a
child by a doctor and his tools because
he does not expect her to be able to do it
alone and the child taken home is a
stranger.” These days the child is often
a sick little stranger.
This is a handbook of pregnancy, birth
and the early months of parenting. Its
emphasis is on births at home with an
experienced midwife but goes on to
describe in detail some of what you
might need to know “ in the case of not
being able to obtain a domiciliary mid
wife” . The way things are at the moment
it looks as if this will be the case for
many women who reject the hospital
alternative.

Karin is moving
her hand-weaving studio— a block from
Three Lamps-easy to get to. See you!
38 St. Mary's road Ponsonby Auckland
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Apart from being a very efficient
manual for prepared (i.e. midwifeassisted) birth at home, the book can
also function as a consciousness-raiser
for those women who are considering
becoming pregnant wherever they
choose to give birth, and for those
women who are beginning to be in
terested in their own general health.
The book could do, however, with a
more positive feminism, being content to
refer throughout to the baby as “ he” ,
and having the occasional jarring
sentence such as the following in the
fin a l c h a p te r on “ P a re n tin g ” :
“ breastfeeding consumes a great deal
of her energy and she has little left to
keep the orderly house he is accus
tomed to” !
The Paper Midwife is most valuable
for its sensible approach to birth
generally and homebirth particularly.
Even for those women who out of
necessity have to deliver in a hospital
the book is vastly superior to the usual
medical manual of rules.
The value of it is that all the infor
mation is given without jargon, the
reader is treated as an intelligent adult,
explanation is comprehensive and
detailed and where more information is
needed other sources are presented.
There is a strong emphasis on the impor
tance of diet and suggestions for the
replacement of pharmaceutical and
commercial drugs with vitamins and
specific foods.
Implicit in the book’s espousal of the
natural food, natural life approach to
birth is an undeveloped argument
against hospital delivery, considered
“ normal” for New Zealand.
So, as an antidote to those who would
dismiss the book as just another title in
“ fringe medicine” let’s disgress briefly
to look at one of the current “ benefits”
of modern hospital delivery — foetal
heart monitoring. In this procedure, an
electrode, is screwed into the scalp of
the foetus in utero in order to elec
tronically watch the changes in the
foetal heart beat.
In America in the early 1970s, (“ Foetal
Monitoring — a look at the evidence” —
Judith Lumley, New Doctor, No 15,1980)
just as there are in New Zealand at pre
sent, there were pressures for universal
foetal monitoring. It was a huge in
dustry. Manufacturers of monitoring
equipment funded numerous research
conferences and the practice of foetal
monitoring became accepted despite
the fact that no adequate tests of FHM
had been performed.
When randomized trials of FHM were
performed no differences were found in
perinatal mortality rates (death of
babies around birth) between monitored
and unmonitored groups.
So much for the benefits to the
babies.
There was, however, an additional and
unexpected finding: where the babies
were monitored, the rates of Caesarean
46
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The-Critic Cross
The pre-Christian Celtic Cross is a unique, ancient
symbol of spirituality, unmistakable in form. The
circle represents the Female, the preserver of Life,
and the cross itself the generator, the Tree of Life.
With the circle enclosing the cross, the symbolism of
both images is reinforced, and it becomes a potent
sign embodying the concept of Oneness.
A vailable n o w in an ‘ A n tiq u e lo o k ’ o f o xid ise d silver plate
(99% p u re silver) w ith m a tc h in g 18 in ch chain, in tw o sizes:
L a rg e 4.5cm , S m a ll 3cm ; o r, in small size o n ly , in g old plate w ith m a tch in g 18" chain.

At

c u rre n t p ric es y o u r c h o ic e re p re se n ts an in e x p e n s ive , q u a lity a n d m e a n in g f u l

g if t t o y o u r s e l f , o r t o s o m e o n e else.

To:

TREE O F LIFE, P O B o x 117, W a ih e k e Is la n d , N e w Z e a la n d .

8 George St, Surfdale, Waiheke Island.

/Vo.

Reqd

'

Am ount

Small o xid ise d silver

plate cross & 18” c h a i n ............@

$9.80 ea .

Large oxid ise d silver

plate cross & 18" c h a i n ............@

$11.90 ea

Small g old

plate cross & 18“ c h a i n ............@

$14.90 ea

P R IC E S I N C L U D E

POSTAGE

I enclose my M o n e y O rd e r/P o s ta l N o te s /C h e q u e fo r $ .................
I u nd e rsta n d my o rd e r w ill be fo rw a rd e d to me w ith in 1 m o n th , and if I am not
c o m p le te ly satisfied I may re tu rn it w ith in 10 days fo r a fu ll re fu n d .
N A M E ...................................................................................................
ADDRESS ...................................................................................................................................
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section rose significantly, even for those
women for whom no complications were
expected (the low risk group).
Does that mean that when electronic
equipment is used ostensibly to help the
baby, the mother is actually placed at
risk? Yes, it does.
What other “ benefits” has this inter
vention procedure to offer? Scalp
abscesses in up to 5% of monitored
newborns. Leakage of brain fluid
resulting from the occasional problem of
attaching the corkscrew electrode to the
soft part of the skull (fontanelle).
Damage to the retina from accidental at
tachment to the eyelid. Perforation of
the uterus with a catheter. And so on.
In fact no amount of electronic equip
ment can replace the subtle and sen
sitive one-to-one relationship between
an experienced midwife and the respon
sive mother.
So back to natural birth and The Paper
Midwife. From the point of view of birth
practice in New Zealand this book by its
very existence can only be beneficial

because it encourages informed choice
of the place and type of birth.
From the point of view of the homebirth movement, if domiciliary midwifery
does not become a more remunerative
alternative for our vanishing midwives
(despite the dismantling of their role in
hospitals), if GPs who are supportive of
homebirth are not continually pressured
by the Obstetric and Gynaecology
hierarchy to give up their domiciliary
practice, and if the medical profession’s
paranoid hounding of any consumer
choice that threatens their monopoly
(witness the Medicines Act outlawing
the sale of vitamins) does not end, the
alternative of unsupervised home
delivery offered by this book may be the
only one left.
Successful homebirth though is not
unsupervised homebirth. The real, com
petent and sensitive domiciliary midwife
herself could never be replaced by a
paper copy, no matter how informative.
Deryn Cooper
‘ Available from Broadsheet.

TTio utmost luxury
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CLASSIFIED
MOON CALENDAR
1982

Fascinating information on the
Moon's influence on planting,
on weather, on our health and
emotional states.
Plots the movement of the
M oon's phases a n d sign
changes, how to identify morn
ing and evening stars, what to
expect of the year 1982.
Beautifully illustrated by N.Z.
artist Wicki Perry, with flowers of
the seasons.
Large, easy to use d a ily
calendar.

ADS

WOMEN PERFORMERS
Louis Brandon and Sand Hall are
looking for women performers to join
in their Xmas celebration. Ph:
867-442 Auckland.

DAN©
BITCHES WITCHES
+ DYKES
7 T H NOV + 5 ™ DEC

Please send me 4 issues at $4 a
subscription. Overseas subs: Australia &
South Pacific :N.Z.$7.00. Rest of the
S O N B r COAW UNJITY CEN1*£ world:N.Z.$10.00...................................

PONSOM BV T B R R A C g ^ A U q T

Sapph

Gretchen Lawlor
MOON CALENDAR
Box 46-118
Herne Bay, Auckland

P LA N N IN G YO UR
SU M M E R H O LID A Y ?
Why not join us at
W E A S U M M ER S C H O O L
— a holiday with a difference.

W o m in ’s W o r k C o lle c tiv e

MAIN COURSE

OTHER COURSES
New Zealand Birds, Tie-Dyeing & Batik,
Focus on Africa, Music of the People,
A Just Society
— a Group Theatre Exploration.
All this — and sunshine, friendship,
and fun at
St Joseph’s Maori Girls’ College,
Greenmeadows, near Napier.
For further information ring WEA 726-668,
or write to Bpx 10030, Wellington.
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We invite
contributions in the form of articles,
poems, short stories, graphics,
reviews, photos etc on the issues YOU
consider vital to the direction of NZ
feminism. Needless to say, subscrip
tions and donations (as well as
contributions) will be vital to our
survival.
Send this form to:
Feminist Publications,
P.O. Box 68-570,
Newton P.O. Auckland
N am e .................................................
Address..............................................

$3
7 3 0 — I2f7v\ BYOS
A U W O M E N W ELC O M E

Send $5 plus 35c p o sta g e (NZ)
to

Criminal Law — Justice & Injustice
with Warren Young.

b itc h e s , w itc h e s , & d yk e s
a women’s liberation newspaper

E V E ftY WEDNESDAY
* 3 COURSE MEAL, f a - 3 pm )
* LIVE. Etl*TERTAJMM»slT
*

( $ O F c o u r s e ./,)
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2 3 5 *Y
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7 3 5 - 15 2

BoOfCINS ESSENTIAL-#
CATERING RbR l/E & S T b J tl****’
©K> R B S O C 5 T - C U ILO R & SI

Re

a s o n a b le
r& K y o u a l l

^/

Free quotes in Auckland area for:
Gib boarding and stopping,
wallpapering and lino laying (and
roofing repairs summer months
only). Ph. Lyn 764-115.
,\
Painting, interior and exterior,
roofs our speciality, graphic
design and signwriting.
Ph. Kathryn 767-631.
Gardening and section clearing,
pebble and bark gardens.
Ph. Anet 768-306.
Carpentry and cabinet making.
Ph. Pat 769-677.
All numbers are business and
after hours.
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Back issues of Broadsheet
Set of all available back issues: $30
The following issues are available at 60 cents each

; jO Q J N o. 81 July/August 1980: B ro ad sh e et's b irth d a y special, w om e n in Russia,
1 s ilic o n c h ip a ssem bly w o rke rs, M arilyn French, g en ita l m u tila tio n .
N o. 82 S eptem ber 1980: Fashion analysis, in fe rtility , w om e n local body
ca nd ida te s, the state o f fe m in ism , w om e n fre e zin g w orke rs

No. 30 June 1975: Paym ent fo r h ou se w o rk, co n scio u sn e ss-ra isin g , IWY,
V ietnam ese w om e n , R uth B u tte rw o rth on M a rg a re t T h a tch e r.
No. 32 S eptem b er 1975: M aste cto m ie s, fe m a le o ffe n d e rs, re p o rt on the
S e le ct C o m m itte e on W o m e ns R ights, UWC 1977.
No. 44 N ovem ber 1976: M a rilyn W arin g , n urstn g, M a ori w om e n , T ongan
w om e n , h is to ric a l p e rsp e ctive on a b o rtio n .
No. 45 D ecem ber 1976: B e g in n in g o f h ersto ry series, cystitis, c le ric a l
w o rk e rs unio n, th e pros a nd a n tis in th e a b o rtio n stru g g le .
No. 46 January 1977: Day care, y o u r rig h ts if you are anrested, radical
fe m in ism , w om a n sp ea ks in synagogue.
No. 47 M arch 1977: M o on m adness, m ale -d esign e d citie s, vaginal in fe c 
tio n s , se xist v o c a tio n a l g u id a n c e p am phlets.
No. 48 April 1977: The p o litic s o f c h ild b irth , fe m in is t m o th e rs b rin g in g up
sons, herbs, p io n e e rin g hea lth w orke rs.
No. 49 M ay 1977: W a lke r's w itc h h u n t on so lo m o th e rs, w om e n in WWI,
herbs p art 2, in te rvie w w ith a m id w ife , Helen M arie skin d .
No. 50 June 1977: The C a th o lic C h u rch an<J a b o rtio n , th e R oyal C om m is
sion on C o n tra c e p tio n , S te rilis a tio n and A b o rtio n , w om e n in th e sh earing
in d u stry, kin d e rg a rte n te a ch ers m obilise, e qu a l pay and how the bosses
cheat, d e p re ssio n in m arriage.
No. 51 July 1977: Sex and v io le n ce — th e new p orn o g ra p h y, in te rvie w w ith
Helen M a rie skin d , lesbian m o th e rs and custo d y, w om e n in the depre^
sio n , DPB cuts, 2,4,5-T, UWC re po rt, te le tho n .
No. 54 N ovem ber 1977: H igh sch oo l w om en, the SIS Bill, Depo Provera,
co n s c io u sn e ss ra isin g , so cia l w e lfa re d e p a rtm e n t, Jo ni M itch e ll, Teresa
T ru ll, fe m in ist m u sicia n s.
No. 58 April 1978: S h o ck tre a tm e n t and w om e n . S isters O verseas Service,
m ore fe m in ist new s fro m abro a d , m enopause part 2, W endy W aldm an and
M aria M u ld a ur, "T h e W o m e n 's R o o m " — review
No. 59 M ay 1978: In te rvie w w ith M arie Bell, arson at SOS, g etting o r
ganised p art 1, re p o rtin g on H ite, m e n stru a tio n p art 1.

The follow ing issues are 90 cents each

The follow ing issues are available at $1.20 each.
N o. 83 O c to b e r 1980: A p p re n tic e s h ip s fo r g irls, n u c le a r m adness, wages
fo r h o u s e w o rk , D onna A w atere on m id-d e cad e C op e n ha g e n c o nfe ren ce ,
m ore on Depo P rovera.
N o. 84 N o v e m b e r 1980: 1st n a tio n a l b la c k w o m e n 's hui, ta m p o n s .
A n o re xia, Leigh M in n itt, re fo rm to o l kit, g irls sc h o o l p rin c ip a ls .
No. 85 D ecem ber 1980: Tam pon controversy, p rob lem s as an engineering
a pp re n tice , s ch oo l nurses, 3rd W orld b o ttle babies, reform to o l k it part 2.
No. 86 Jan/Feb 1981: C o n tra ce p tive d um p ing , sexual p o litic s o f body
language, id e n tify in g as a lesbian, feature on fitn e s s , F letche rs merger.
P a c ific w om en m eet, w o m e n ’s stu d ie s, equal o p p o rtu n ity and the law.
No. 87 M arch 1981: Teenage fe m in is ts , sexual hara ssm e n t at work,
w o m e n ’s s tu d ie s part 2, how Indian w om e n live, w ork and die, venereal
disease.
No. 88 A p ril 1981: W o m e n and A lc o h o l, W o m e n Peace W o rke rs, S ponge
T a m p o n s , S ta tu s F e m in is m .
No. 89 M ay 1981: The N ew R ig h t, V ira g o Press, R ussia n F e m in is ts ,
F e m in is t L ib ra ria n s .
No. 90 June 1981: O c c u p a tio n a l h e a lth — o ffic e , d e n ta l and m eat
w ork e rs : M o sgie l re s tru c tu rin g . A p a rth e id and S.A. w o m e n ’s lib e ra tio n
No. 91 Ju ly /A u g 1981: W o rk in g W o m e n 's C ha rte r, d is a b le d w om e n . US
a n ti-a b o rtio n m o vem e n t, le s b ia n m o th e rs q u e s tio n n a ire , c o n tra c e p tiv e
fa ilu re

The follow ing issues are available at $1 60 each.
No. 92 S e p te m b e r 1981:
b n e p p a u i and W o m e n s S u ffra g e .
A llia n c e s . W om en a g a in s t the tour. Y o rk s h ire R ipper. C e rvical caps,
p o litic a l p rio ritie s .
No. 93 O c to b e r 1981: Rural w om e n , fe m in is t te a c h e rs , fe m in is m in
d e v e lo p in g c o u n trie s , w o m e n ’s art in N o rth A m e ric a .

No. 60 J u n e 1978: W om en co m po se rs, fear and lo a th in g in G odzone, on
h a tin g m en, th e m e a n in g o f AN ZAC Day, g e ttin g o rg a n is e d p art 2,
m e n s tru a tio n part 2, TV review — "A W eek o f It".
No. 61 J u ly 1978: S ix years o f W om ens L ib e ra tio n , th e state o f the m ove
m ent, rape tria l in France, a le tte r from A ustralia, g e ttin g o rga n ise d part 3,
ECT, S isters in N am ibia.
No. 62 S e p te m b e r 1978: B astion Point, life behind a typ e w rite r, p regnancy
te s tin g , H um anae Vitae, in te rn a tio n a l fe m in is t n e tw o rk
N o. 63 O c to b e r 1978: The pap smear, C h a rlo tte B u n ch on self d e fin itio n ,
j
th e St Helens fig h t, m ore on DPB, borstal gam es
No. 64 N o v e m b e r 1978: B attered wives, M a rga re t C rozier, Kate Bush and
I
J o n l M itch e ll, yo u r cervix, a b o rtio n and sin g le issue voting.
j
N o. 65 D e ce m b e r 1978: J o h n so n re po rt, UWC 1979 — a preview, Erin
|
Pizzey, H um an R ig h ts C om m issio n , fre e d om o f in fo rm a tio n
No. 66 J a n u a ry 1979: Fem in ist p e rio dicals, DPB again, "F e m in is ts are
I
m ade n o t b o rn ” , d a u g h te rs o f M o th e r Earth, lesbian health
No. 67 M a rch 1979: C ha rlo tte Bunch interview , w om e n s sew ing co-op, the
mens c o n fe re n ce , ste rilis a tio n , Diane Arbus
N o. 68 A p ril 1979: A b o rtio n D octo rs G uide, w om e n in cinem a, m arriage,
I
self help health, hyste re cto m y.
N o. 69 M ay 1979: Foetal m o n ito rin g , m arriage and fe m in ism . Self help
health 2, Tessa Jones, u n m a sking the h e te rose xu al in s titu tio n , w om en
d iscu ss th e ir bodies.
No. 70 Ju n e 1979: UWC 1979 — 6 page re po rt, 2,4,5-T, Ja ne t Roth and
ra cist ena ine e rs. D ostDartum d eoression. C h a rlo tte Bunch
No. 71 J u ly /A u g u s t 1979: M a rg a re t C rozier, m u ltin a tio n a ls in the th ird
w o rld , c o n s c io u s n e s s -ra is in g , s e lf d e fe n ce fo r w om e n , a g a in s t a do p tio n .
N o. 72 S e p te m b e r 1979: P ro ble m s of w o rk in g m o th e rs, su p e rio r sex —
men o r w om e n ? g e n ita l m u tila tio n , sexist a dve rtisin g , h isto ry o f the w o 
m e n ’s m o vem e n t p art 1
N o. 73 O c to b e r 1979: S trip p e r expose, p sych o lo g y and o pp re ssio n , h isto ry
o f w o m e n 's m o vem e n t part 2. B ro ad sh e et lo o ks at love.
No. 74 N o v e m b e r 1979: Incest, m ental illness in w om en, the new m other,
w o m e n ’s m ovem e n t h isto ry part 3, k in d e rg a rte n teachers.
N o. 75 D e c e m b e r 1979: D epo Provera, Values Party, w om en s m ovem ent
h is to ry part 4, w o rk in g in the system, W iki Taw hara, Fiona Kidm an
N o. 76 Ja n /F e b 1980: D epo Provera trials, M aori & P a cific Island w om en,
c o m p u te r re vo lu tio n , w om e n 's m ovem ent h isto ry part 5, T opp tw ins, W in 
nie V erspagen.

The follow ing issues are available at $1 each.
N o. 77 M a rch 1980: C herry R aym ond, H um an R ights C om m issio n , herpes,
ru be lla vaccine, lo o k in g b ack at th e 70 s, m a te rn ity leave bill.
No. 78 A p ril 1980: B rin g in g up boys n o n -vio le n t. .Peta S iulepa. Helen
W atson, W om e n's centres, p ro s titu tio n , iron in diets, ch ild care, w om e n at
W aitan g i.
N o. 79 M a y 1980: S a p ph o W om en s W ork C o-op, livin g alone, h um an
R ig h ts C om m issio n S exual abuse o f ch ild re n , c h ild b irth 2000.
No. 80 J u n e 1980: Seven busin ess w om en, W om en on the dole, old e r
w om e n , W o m e n 's health m ovem e n t — the reason

S e n d th is fo rm to B ro a d s h e e t M a g a z in e ,
P .O . B o x 5 7 9 9 , A u c k la n d .
Your name .......................................................................
Address ...................................................................

Please send me the follow ing :
S u b scrip tio n @ $15.00
Overseas su b s c rip tio n s $19.50
Airmail Costs: (Inclusive of subscription)
Australia and South Pacific $21.50
North America and Asia
$26.75
Europe
$30.75

B r o a d s h e e t S p e c ia l @ 50c
B a c k is s u e s @ $ 1 .2 0 e a c h
N o s ....................................................
B a c k is s u e s @ 9 0 c e a c h
N o s ...................................................
B a c k is s u e s @ $ 1 .0 0 e a c h
N o s ...................................................
B a c k is s u e s @ $ 1 .6 0 e a c h
N o s ....................................................
T o ta l
I would like to becom e a B roadsheet

S U S T A IN IN G S U B S C R IB E R
! A sustaining subscriber is a person who wishes to sup
port Broadsheet and help ensure our financial survival
by paying a $25 annual subscription instead of the
normal rate. If you already have a subscription at the
normal rate and wish to become a sustaining sub
scriber you can do so by sending the extra amount.

□ I enclose $25 fo r a s u sta in in g su b scrip tio n .

